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-The Lord cometh, and Justice will follow
By Stephen Thomas King
Lord Harry Kenneth Woolf Lord of
Appeal in Ordinary, otherwise known as
a "law lord" in Great Britain, spoke to a
packed Moot Court Room on Friday, Oct.
14. Woolf came to the United States in
conjunction with efforts to reform the
civil justice system in Britain. He also
attended a conference at Tulsa University
on the Warren Court. These topics served
as the centerpiece of his talk at M-W.
Commenting on the rain y, cool
weather, normally associated with England, Woolf felt that his southern hosts
were perhaps "taking hospitality a little
too far. ... At least it means I'll have an
audience," he quipped.
The cost of civil justice is simply too
high, said Woolf, particularly in Britain.
"Students don 't consider it a sexy subject,
but if we aren't careful, we will have to
confess that the justice system is creating
injustice . . .I don't believe lawyers want

The substantive approach of British
to be part of a system that isn 't providing
courts
has also changed considerably.
for the public," he said. " Serving one's
Woolf spent much of his talk outlining the
fellow citizens is what it's all about."
According to Woolf, 80 percent of the influences of the Wanen Court on British
population in Britain once qualified for jurisprudence.
Woolf pointed to a comment made by
legal aid. Now only 40 percent qualify,
and many of those decline legal aid be- one journalist who said Britain now has a
cause they cannot afford the amount they Warren Court, i.e. more interventionist
would have to contribute. One possible than in the past. In interpreting the actions
reforn1 providing greater access to the taken by the Warren Court, Woolf feels
civil justice system could be the introduc- the Supreme Court recognized a great
tion of an American-style contingency need for change in the law. The justices
fee in Britain. However, Woolf cautions, would come to decisions that they could
he would like to see proper safeguards put not live with in good conscience. By
in place. The size of contingency fees in contrast, at the time of the Warren Court,
the United States in some instances "can't the high court in Britain was the " blackest
be justified," said Woolf.
of black letter courts."
The role of British judges is evolving
The legislature in Britain began to
in response to the demands of the civil intervene in the 1970s, promoting race
justice system. They do not sit around and gender equity as influenced by the
bandying about different abstract legal American experience. Also at this time,
concepts and approaches. Judges must British law students, many having studied
become more like managers.
at American law schools at the time of the

Lord Woolf

Warren Court, began filtering into the
British legal system. They were "excited
by these bold decisions,' according to
Woolf. Some of these students are now
becoming judges in England.
Woolf concluded with the hope that
the reform movement that drifted from
America to England as a result of the
Warren Court may return to America's
shores, countering what he perceives to
be a conservatism in U.S. courts. "The
[reform] embers burning in the United
States may benefit from winds blowing in
the opposite direction,' he said.

Final draft released; M-W plans unchanged
By Jason Aldrich
and Paula Hannaford
The Masters in Psychology
and the Educational Specialist
Program in School Psychology
previously slated for elimination,
received a last-minute reprieve
in the Strategic Planning
Committee' s revised plan for
W&M' s future, entitled "Into the
Fourth Century." Provisions of

the earlier draft which concerned
M- W were not substantially
changed in the new document
released on Oct. 21.
Other revisions, made in response to comments and suggestionsby theCollegecommunity,
included a new section describing the Committee's vision of
the relationship among teaching,
research and learning; revisions

to the section describing the campus community; substantial revisions to the section regarding
public service activities of faculty, staff and students; and a
new section highlighting the need
for continued private financial
support for the College.
The new draft will be presented to the W&M Board of
Visitors for approval at their

- staffphoto

meeting on Nov. 10.
Provisions concerning M-W
are mostly unchanged
The initial plan's provisions
concerning expansion and renovarion of the law library as well
as discontinuation of the Masters of Laws in Taxation program remain unchanged. The

See PLAN on 20
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Preview: Court drifting right

At Marshall-Wythe, students accord serious attention to the growing
phenomenon of Ambulance Chasing. See story on page 18.

By Mike Grable
composition and likely direction for the
The conservative restructuring of
ear. On Saturday, panel discussions
American law anticipated by Supreme were held on "Property and Economic
Court observers for the past few years has Rights ," " Privacy,' "Civil Rights,'
failed to coalesce, leaving the 1994-95 , Criminal Law," and 'The First AmendCourt with an unpredictable ideology and ment."
hesitant leadership. Despite these uncer- "A Court in Search of ItseIr'
tainties, the panelists at the Seventh AnThe overview discussion on Friday
nual Bill o fRights Institute Supreme Court evening provided several insights into the
Preview at M-W on Oct. 21 and 22 were workings of the Rehnquist Court. Modnot afraid to express their views on topics erator Richard Carelli, Supreme Court
ranging from whether Justice Anthony reporter for the Associated Press since
Kennedy knows his own mind to how the 1976, began by noting that the average
Court might an or should rule on every- number of appeals granted by the Court
thing from abortion clinic access to vot- has declined from a high of 140-150 per
ing rights.
year in the 1980's to 84 in 1993. Carelli
The Pre iew began Frida evening then asked whether the Court's declining
with a moot court argument on Bryant v. caseload is a "statistical blip or politics at
Hill, the pending appeal on the constitu- work.'
tionality of Arkansas ' s term limits law.
M-W Dean Thomas Krattenmaker reNext. a panel discussion titled "A Court in
See SUPREMES on 12
Search of Itself' examined the Court s
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From the Editor' s Desk
Two incidents in the very recent past
have made a disturbing impact on me
regarding race relations in both Colonial
Williamsburg (CW) and the world at large.
Strangely, both occurred in the same week.
On Oct. 10, the Colonial Williamsburg
Foundation which operates CW staged a
mock slave auction , and on Oct. 14 the
film Pulp Fiction premiered. What initially separated the two was my enthusiasm at the later and horror at the fom1er
but these two fomls of "entertainment"'
have become linked in their visions about
the continuing evolution in the interaction betw'een black and white America.
First, the Colonial Williamsburg Foundation has been accused in the past of
sanitizing history. According to the foundation, the auction of black humans on
Duke of Gloucester Street, commonly
referred to as DOG Street, was an attempt
to dramatize and add a human character to
the brutality of slavery. The i:ltent may be
noble, but CW as a forum is more of an
entertainment attraction for tourists than
the appropriate forum for the education of
a people. This is not to say that entertainment cannot be thought-provoking but
we all know the tourists who flock here
probably debated earlier on that overcast
Monday moming whether to go- to the
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slave auction or Busch Gardens.
the drug culture and the importance of not
I wonder if the people in attendance only recognizing prophecy in one's life
fully understood the recreation of slavery but acting upon that prophecy before it is
in 18th century Virginia or whether itwas too late. The violence is often off-set with
viewed as simply another sideshow. And a broad comic tone which keeps the audithis is not a slight against the tourists, but ence unsettled in their laughter. But what
CW as a proper forum. Can the history of is one to think ofthe word nigger used as
slavery be depicted in 20 minutes? Ifthe often and callously as the " f ' word is used
foundation were attempting to include in all R rated films?
black life in 18th century Virginia, maybe
The racial epithet is always spoken by
a more fitting show would have listed the white people in reference to blacks. One
achievements of blacks in spite of slavery may argue that Tarantino uses the term so
or the portrayal of a slave speaking about . often because blacks refer to each other as
his/her day-to-day life rather than re-en- nigger in movies and in real life. For
acting one of the cruelest, easily misread, blacks to use the term in reference to each
most exploitive aspects of slavery.
other may have sanitized the term for
Pulp Fiction, the hottest and coolest some blacks, but one cannot say that the '
picture this year, has been the talk of majority of black teenagers use the term
Hollywood since its award-winning open- with any intellectual thrust behind it. And
ing at the Cannes Film Festival this spring. it seems hypocritical to not allow a white
But of the numerous articles and inter- man to use the term in the same way.
views concerning the flick all full of Tarantino obviously thinks the word
hyperboles for its creativity, depth and nigger is cool and hip and exotic. Probwit, none have mentioned the mainstream ably because ofthe almost colloquial use
use of the word nigger to refer to every of the term b blacks, Tarantino seems to
black in the cast.
think nigger is j ust how you refer to blacks;
For those unfamiliar with this phe- it's accepted vemacular.
I t would appear that calling each other
nomenon, the writer/director Quentin
Tarantino has strewn together three sto- nigger has added a legitinlate currency to
ries that embrace pop culture in their the word and given Tarantino and other
violence, references to TV and the 1950s, whites a license, in their minds, to also use
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the word. But such common use of the
term reduces the black people in the film
to just teenage caricatures, something to
grow out of until intellectual adulthood is
reached when one no longer strives to be
hip and cool but to be taken seriously. The
use ofthe term denigrates the blacks in the
film because although Pulp Fiction
proudly displays the masterly talents of
the actor Samuel L. Jackson, he is still just
a nigger.
The mock slave auction and the racial
slur in Pulp Fiction both serve as unfortunate consequences of black history.
Blacks cannot be as natural or lackadaisical as other races regarding our heritage
since we are not that far removed socially
and economically as others. Because the
word nigger wasn't initiated by blacks it
would be better for blacks to fmd better,
more appropriate labels for each other
because the word is so heavily laden with
negative connotations.
Blacks cannot be relaxed about our
language or our lives. Blacks must be
careful of the implications of staging dramatizations of such a painful past that still
reverberates today of how we live our
contemporary lives, and of how we refer
to each other so we are not just relegated
to pulp culture.

Letters
To the Editor:
What would we do without
the Naugahyde? Where would
people meet? What would stop
students from wandering into
class on days when they' re just
too tired to pay attention? Are
you too stunned to consider the
possibility? I hope so because
something needs to be done to
halt the slow degradation of the
Naug. You know what I'm talking about--people jabbing the soft
synthetic fabric with their pens
in order to emphasize arcane and
meaningless legal points or
people mindlessly peeling off
strips of 'hyde while discussing
job searches. Just stop! How
would you like to come back to
school in the spring only to find
that the friendl y Naug was replaced with surplus furniture
from the Gradplex? You'dprobably need to get a pemlit for
more than eight people to sit together as a group. Seriously,
stop scarring the Naugahyde .
Jason Van Pelt (3L)
Dear Editor:
There is a plaque mounted in
the law school lobby dedicated
by the Black Law Students Association in commemoration of

Editorial Policy
The letters and opinion pages of the Amicus Curiae are dedicated to all student opinion regardless of form
or content. We reserve the right to edit for spelling and grammar. but not content.
Letters to the Editor are not intended to reflect the opinion of the newspaper or its staff. All letters to the Editor
should be submitted by 5 p.m.on the Wednesday prior to publication.
We cannot print a letter without confirmation of the author's name. We may, however; withhold the name
on request.
Letters over 500 words may be returned to the writer with a request that they be edited for the sake of space.

the fortieth anniversary of Brown
v. Board of Education. Its inscription 9Y Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr. , reads : "Every step toward the goal of justice requires
sacrifice , suffering, and
struggle."
Justice is an elusive concept
and progress toward its achievement is often painstakingly slow.
Even more so when those we
have entrusted with its administration are, themselves, unclear
as to its meaning or purpose or
very existence.
Particularly with respect to
the Bushrod Moot Court Tournament, I was disappointed by
the lack of African American
judges involved in the competition- -a concern which I expressed, perhaps too late, at the
judges' briefmg session the night
before the tournament began. I
was even more disappointed,
however, by the response my
comments elicited.
If I misspoke, or more likely
was misunderstood, let me clarify
my point. Ideally, the number of
Black judges, or lack thereof,
should not affect the outcome of
the tournament. I did not request, however, that judges alter
their scores in favor of black
competitors given our obvious
under-representation on the
panel. Such an interpretation of
my comments presupposes that
black judges would have done
j ust that. In addition it assumes
that blacks are, for whatever reason, less skilled so as not to

qualify for the team by their sheer
merit.
Blacks are an under-represented presence on the Bar because, for the most part, we do
not compete according to the
same percentages as whites. And
why is that? Because when we
look out at the faces that judge
us, we don ' t see faces that look
like our own. Regardless of
whether fundamental faimess
actually exists, it is the appearance of impropriety that discourages our participation.
The judges for Bushrod are
selected from the Moot Court
Board and the Moot Court Bar.
Additionally, there are several
"volunteer" positions available.
Are those positions publicly announced? Are there criteria for
selection? Are there standards
which eliminate some ofthe subjectivity of scoring?
If justice is our goal, we are
only hindered by our ignorance
of circumstances that do not directly affect us. My comments
were and are food for thought.
Carla Archie (3L)
To the Editors:
As a new Iy elected 1L representative, I wanted to respond to
the letter in the last edition of the
Amicus . . Believe it or not, I understand some of the complaints
about the recent elections.
I agree with the fact that as

See LETTERS on 8
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Affordable justice
sought at conference
By Amy Waskowia\.<.
and Brett Loney
When faced with serious legal problems, 84 percent oflowincome Virginia families do not
have an attorney, according to a
199 1 study sponsored by the
Virginia State Bar. The dilemma
ofthe underrepresented was dealt
with at the Law Schools and
Access to Justice conference held
at T.c. Williams Law School at
the University of Richmond on
Oct. 14th.
The conference foc used on
two central topics: the role of
law schools in providing access
to justice, and representation of
the underrepresented, including
the working poor, in Virginia.
. Discussions centered on law
school curriculum, clinical programs, scholarship and practice,
faculty involvement and pro bono
opportunities.
M-W' s Legal Skills program,
Law Students in the Community, Public Service Fund, and

several seminar classes compare
favorably with programs at other
schools, but most of the other
schools at the conference had
more extensive clinical offerings.
Pro bono program coordinators at Duke University and the
University of Pennsylvania discussed their programs and service offerings. Duke provides a
voluntary pro bono program,
while the University ofPennsylvania requires 70 pro bono hours
for graduation. Several attorneys spoke about pro bono programs for indigent and "working
poor" clients.
The conference discussed the
value of clinical and pro bono
programs, and their impact on
the provision oflegal services to
the poor. The issue of the role of
the law school was a central topic
of the day, as conference participants debated what students
should be taught and how the

See ACCESS on 20

Doug Steinberg (3L) and Dan Barnes (2L) make a "Young Elvis"
contribution to the Elvis Shrine in the Student Lounge after their Fall
Break trip to Graceland.

Anti-gay ballot questions:
By Caroline Boutwell
Professor Jerome Culp of Duke Law
School presented "Homosexual~ty and
Civil Rights: Sameness and Difference"
at M-W on Oct. 13. The speech focused
on anti-gay ballot initiatives, as well as
the similarities and differences in the civil
rights and gay movements.
Culp sees similarities and differences
in the discrimination against blacks and
gays in this country. For example, many
people stereotype blacks and gays as sexually aggressive and as "perverted." The
arguments against military service by
blacks and gays are also similar: opponents of integrated services argued that
the troops would be uncomfortable living
and working with blacks, and thus would
suffer from low morale. Opponents of
gays in the military use the same arguments.
There are differences in discrimination, and this is partly a result of sexual
orientation being physically easier to hide
than race. This issue of physicality re-

suIted in legal barriers against blacks, and
indirect barriers to gays, based largely on
the visibility of their "difference" from
the dominant culture. Culp asserted that
despite differences in discrimination , however, both groups have common goals
and common means to end the discrimination.
According to Culp, proponents of antigay initiatives share an underlying concern that by seeking equal rights, gays are
in fact seeking "special rights." He argues that this concern ignores the structure of our civil rights law. Everyone is
protected by our civil rights law, and the
proponents of the initiatives deny that
they personally could be discriminated
against for their race, sex, religion or
national origin. By ignoring the fact that
all people are protected, the initiative proponents disregard the fact that "special
rights" for gays are in fact the "equal
rights" held by everyone else.
Two anti-gay ballot initiatives have
been struck down in Colorado and in

-PelerO ....>e1J

Are they unconstitutional?
Cincinnati, and Professor Culp gave ex- conduct discussed in Bowers, namely,
pert testimony in both of these cases.
sodomy. The court reasoned that gays
The Colorado case of Evans v. Romer therefore have quasi-suspect status, and
involved Amendment 2, which denied applied intermediate scrutiny to strike
gays, lesbians, and bisexuals any pro~ down the amendment.
tected status based on their sexual orienOther states such as Oregon and Mistation. Support forthis amendment began souri have similar amendments, and Culp
with right wing political groups who ar- suggested that the next step would be
gued that the protection of gays in civil taken by the U.S . Supreme Court.· The
rights law would undercut the state's abil- Colorado Attorney General has stated that
ity to protect "real" minorities such as he plans to appeal the Evans decision.
blacks. The plaintiffs in Evans success- Cu Ip' s statement that the current Court is
fully argued that this effort to amend the driven by right wing concerns suggests
state constitution affected a fundamental that Evans may be overturned. However,
right in the absence of a narrowly tailored if the Court finds that "special rights' is
or compelling state interest.
synonymous w ith "equal rights," these
In the Cincinnati case, the court struck initiatives may be found to be unconstitudown an anti-gay charter amendment. tional.
The court based its decision partly on
Culp specializes in civil rights, gay
Bowers v. Hardwick, in which the U.S. rights, and employment discrimination
Supreme Court stated that increased scru- law. Hehas appeared on the Phil Donahue
tiny cannot be given to gays. The court Show and spoke at M-W last sUJll111er
found that Bowers was inapplicable in the during the Bill of Rights Institute Brown
Cincinnati case, as status based on sexual v. Board of Education anniversary conorientation does not include the outside ference.

SBA votes to fund new national trial team; begins this week
By Henry Jardine
This past Monday, Oct. 17,
the SBA finally reso.lved the awkward impasse over the funding
of the National Trial Team. In a
near unanimous vote, on ly
marred by the contentious abstentions of Neil Lewis (2L) and
Shaun Rose (lL), the SBA accepted the report from the special National Trial Team Comm ittee. The Comm ittee, cochaired by Jonathan Rotter and
Michael Cox (3Ls), had been
established by SBA President,

Julie Patterson (3L), and given
the task of providing a report on
how to tum the Trial Team into
an entirely student run organization, open to more student participation.
The program had previously
been under the almost exclusive
dir"ection of Professor Fred
Lederer. It was the lack of student involvement that originally
threatened the funding. The
SBA's by-laws onl permit the
SBA to fund student run organizations that allow general stu-

dent participation. With the acceptance of the new plan put
forward by Rotter and Cox, the
Trial Team was able to jump the
hurdle of student participation
and receive funding from the
SBA.
The committee report was the
result ofexhaustive meetings and
discussion among the co-chairs,
Rotter and Cox, and the committee members: Ted Atkinson ,
Bryan Fratkin, Toni Freiss,
Beverly Rebar (3Ls), Wendy
Vann, Matt Hoffinan, (2Ls) and

David Elliott (l L). The committee developed a Trial Team Constitution mirrored on the Moot
Court Constitution and also provided a plan for addressing the
practical concerns of how to field
a Trial Team by the Spring· of
1995. "We walked aline," Rotter
commented during the SBA
meeting, "between inicro-managing the new selection committee and providing a Constitution
and structure." Patterson expressed her satisfaction with the
comprehensiveness of the com-

mittee proposal by remarking,
"This is fabulous--you guys did
a great job in a short amount of
time."
In its proposal for the selection of the Spring '95 Trial Team,
the Committee faced the difficulty of designing a selection
process given limited time. To
get the selection process moving, . the Committee recommended an " Interim Selection
Board" to be chaired by Matt

See TEAM on 19
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Marshall Cole'man visits W &M, gets .support at M-W'
By Traci Ellis
Independent senatorial candidate
Marshall Coleman spoke to political science students at the College on Oct. 7.
While talking to students, Coleman
related his campaign with the course by
explaining Virginia'shistorywith the twoparty system. Then, he explained the
need for the existence of a third-party, the
Independent Party. According to
Coleman, it is importantto have the choice
that a third party provides.
After the session, Coleman reflected
on the positive feedback from the students. The questions were rather general,
focusing on taxes, the rising cost of col-

lege tuition and opportunities for employment.
Coleman believes in "the rule oflaw."
He would stand by the law the way it is
and not bend it to his own advantage.
Without naming his opponents, Democratic incumbent Chuck Robb and Republican nominee Oliver North, Coleman
said that he is concerned with the trend of
politicians who interpret the law loosely
to accomplish personal goals.
Coleman supporters believe in the possibility that independent candidates can
win Virginia elections, according to
Coleman. And it has been done in the
past. He said that two independent candi-

dates won elections in the 70's. One Peninsula Committee.
"I like Coleman because he has faith in
independent candidate, Harry Bird, Jr.
won the Senate election in 1976. Another the rule of law, he is accessible to the
candidate, Henry Howell, was elected lieu- public, and has good moral character,"
tenant governor in 1973.
Molleur said. "He has not led a messy
Coleman has campaigned extensively . campaign; he has not resorted to namethroughout the Hampton Roads area. He calling and sensationalism."
has spent a lot of time trying to reach the
According to Molleur, Coleman has
public and can be found on most days used his own money, as well as that of
travelling between cities talking on his supporters, in order to fund his campaign.
car phone to the public.
"Coleman is putting his wallet on the
.Some voters believe Marshall Coleman table. He has contributed about $150,000
is the best candidate for the Senate. One for the campaign."
such voter is John Molleur (2L), the coorMolleur believes Coleman could win,
dinator for the M-W Coleman for Senate
See COLEMAN on 19
Committee and the co-coordinator for the

•

Cathy Robb stumps for dad's campaIgn at M-W
By Stephen Thomas King
Approximately thirty M-W
Democrats gathered at Jessica
Battaglia's Steeplechase apartment on Wednesday, Oct. 5, for
a political rally. Cathy Robb,
Sen. Charles Robb's daughter,
was the focal point of the evening.
Her stop in Williamsburg was
part of the " Chuckwagon Tour"
designed to motivate young voters in her father's campaign
against Oliver North. The "tour"
is organized by Young Virginians for Chuck Robb, a volunteer
grassroots effort authorized by
the senator's campaign.
Robb has been meeting with
friends and Democrats around
the state, in rather informal gatherings such as the one at
Battaglia's apartment, handing
out literature, and offering sug-

gestions on how to help the campaign effort. "Write letters to
newspapers, or to friends, or use
the telephone to reach out to voters," she admonished the gathering. At the very least, her goal is
to get young people to vote.
Young citizens "vote less than
any other age group," she said.
Prior to the campaign, Robb
was working a full-time job, but
more and more her efforts on her
father's behalf have become her
full-time occupation. She said,
''I'm only working part-time
now. All my money goes into
gas," as she drives from place to
place on the "Chuckwagon
Tour." ''I'm seeing a lot of Virginia," she added. " Roads are
starting to look familiar."
When asked about the recent
polls which show the senator ei-

ther trailing, or at best in a dead
heat with North, Robb replied, "I
don't believe the polls." In particular, she cited the 1989 election for statewide offices in Virginia, where the polls proved to
be highly inaccurate.
There are "big differences in
the candidates on just about every issue," said Robb, which she
intends to emphasize at every
campaign stop. She pointed out
numerous instances where North
and her father are diametrically
opposed, particularly on abortion and gun control. She added
that her father "supports a line
item veto and balanced budget,
even though North says he
doesn't."
Robb expressed some concern with the fact that this campaign has revolved so much

around character issues. Oliver
North's past role in the arms for
hostages deal, and his lying to
Congress have surfaced at every
tum. Meanwhile, allegations of
marital infidelity, of attendance
at several parties where cocaine
was being used, and the wiretapping incident involving Doug
Wilder have dogged the Robb
campaign. "We go out and talk
about the issues," said Robb, "not
about the relative merits of each
The
individual's character."
media seem overly fascinated
with the candidates' integrity and
personal lives. "The press needs
to show some responsibility," she
said wagging her fmger in this
reporter's direction.
Robb agrees that her father
perhaps has not been as aggressive as possible. Partly it has

been his work in the Senate that
has kept him off of the campaign
trail. "My father' s finally getting out on the offensive," she
told the gathering.
Sen. Robb also admitted recently that he underestimated
North' s political appeal. Some
analysts would say he underestimated President Clinton' s negative appeal. His campaign has
become more aggressive as election day draws nearer. " We cannot have Oliver North in the Senate," concluded Robb, handing
out Sen. Robb t-shirts, bumper
stickers and literature.
Doug Onley (2L), President
of the M-W Democrats, added,
"This is a critical race. Any help
that can be given is valuable and
has a tremendous multiplier affect. We need to be visible."

LSIC offers new programs
By Amy Waskowiak and Brett Loney
Law Students Involved in the Community (LSIC) is beginning two new service programs this falL Both involve
legal assistance and research for the poor
in Williamsburg and throughout Virginia.
LSIC has established a program with
the Virginia Poverty Law Center where
students will provide research assistance
for legal aid offices and the Poverty Law
Center, which serves as a clearinghouse
for legal issues involving the poor in
Virginia. Students will be able to work on
projects in groups, or Legal Skills firms
may elect to take on research projects.
Interested students should contact Amy
Waskowiak (3L).
The Williamsburg Bar Association and
LSIC have developed a program to have
individual law students provide assistance

to local attorneys doing court-appointed
work. The Court-Appointed Attorney
Project (CAAP) wiB match students with
local attorneys to provide assistance on
court-appointed cases. Students interested in this program may contact Linda
Harris (3L).
A listing of other law school service
opportunities and their coordinators is
posted on the LSIC bulletin board. LSIC
also welcomes any suggestions for new
service programs. Suggestions should be
directed to 3Ls Brett Loney or Linda
Harris.
Any service hours performed by 1L
and 2L students will counttowards LSIC' s
Pro Bono Award. The Pro Bono Award is
given to the Legal Skills firm that performs the most hours of community service this year.
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1 0 % . off

on total bill with this ad

eat-in, carry-out, or deliuery
not to be combined w / other offers
coupon eMpires 11 / 39 / 94

~l.~P
Open Noon -.Midnight

Free

De~ivery

· 220-8888

1621 Richmond Road (Rt. 60 West)
Defense counsel
Smith (3L) examines Professor John Levy m
State v. Levy. Judge Fred Lederer looks on.
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Colonial Williamsburg "slave auction" protested, praised
By John Crouch
In a controversial reenactment on the
steps of the Wetherburn tavern on Columbus Day, the Clerk of the Hustings Court
for the City of Williamsburg auctioned
off Daniel, a house servant impeccably
dressed in his deceased master's livery, to
a Mr. Tayloe of Tappahannock.
Sobbing and pregnant, Daniel's wife
Lucy was then led onto the tavern porch to
be sold. "Mr. Tayloe! ," she pleaded. A
tense crowd of 2,000 watched. Tayloe
bid, but a Mr. Nelson of Yorktown outbid
him. As Lucy grew more distraught, a
carpenter--himself a slave--bid £35 ofthe
"rental" wages he was allowed to keep .
(This was not in the script, he later
admitted, but as he stood there he realized, as a historian, that his character
would have bid.)
. Nelson bid £3 7, however. A final plea
moved Tayloe to bid £45 , but Nelson
bought Lucy for £50. She would live 50
miles from her husband.
Another couple was more fortunate.
Sukie, a laundress, was bought by her free
husband for £42. "£42 for a laundress! ?"
the Clerk scoffed.
Raucous prelude
The program was just barely more
dramatic than the protests that preceeded
it. The event was delayed as leaders ofthe
Virginia NAACP and Southern Christian
Leadership Conference met with the historians inside the tavern in a last-minute
attempt to convince them to cancel. Failing to agree, the negotiators grimly filed
onto the porch.
After a few minutes' silence, protestors began to sing "We Shall Overcome."
They were cut off at once by a well timed
sound check and boos from the crowd.
"Let's get on with the show," a man
yelled.
Speakers for both sides were black,
and at frrstthe predominantly white crowd
shouted them all down before they could
indicate which side they were on.
Christy Co leman, Colonial Williamsburg's director of African-American Interpretations and Presentations, made herself heard. "We are about to reenact a

slave auction," she began.
cheered wildly.
Coleman vowed "to teach the history
of our mothers and our grandmothers ...
so each of you may never forget."
She then yielded the microphone to
former Virginia NAACP leader Jack
Gravely. He was shouted down at frrst,
but after that the crowd was well behaved.
"We don 'tthink the history ofa people
who have come so far should be trivialized
in a carnival atmosphere," Gravely said.
He complained that he received only five
days ' notice of the event. (Colonial
Williamsburg had consulted the local
NAACP, but tried to avoid media attention, omitting the auction from routine
press releases.)
"Y ou want us never to forget our place
in history," the SCLC's Rev. Curtis Harris charged. "Thirteen times I went to jail
so that this country could be free of discrimination and slavery. . .. If you have
police officers, now is the time to use
them."
No officers dared to grapple with Harris. He sat down on the steps. News
reports later revealed this to be a "sit-in."
NAACP leader converted
After the program, Coleman asked the
protestors to speak, but then noted that
they were busy with the press. Gravely
told reporters, "I wou ld be lying if I said
I didn ' t come out with a different view."
He called the program "accurate, moving
and educational," but still incomplete.
The NAACP disavowed Gravely s
apostasy and said he could not speak for
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with other people's holocausts like that,"
said Virginia NAACP spokesman Salim
Khalfani.
.
Harris was not swayed. "It was not
authentic history. They just wanted to
have a show," he said.
Local leaders said they supported the
program from the beginning. Local
NAACP head Phil Cooke criticized
Gravely and Harris. The Rev. Dr. Thomas Shields of the First Baptist Church
called them emotional and uninformed,
though he generally holds them in high
regard. He praised the "consistency and
integrity" ofColonial Williamsburg's numerous programs on slavery, which include talks at a slave quarters and a recurring program about a slave who killed his
master.
Local resident Hattie Sasser told the
Virginia Gazelle the program was long
overdue, and should be repeated. .
3L "enraged at thefacts"
Hardly any law students attended the
"slave auction" during fall break. One
who did was Angela C. Harrison (3L).
She commented, "On hearing ofthe ' slave
auction' scheduled for Monday, my mind
conjured pictures of a "Roots"-like display ofbare-chested, back-whipped slaves
being poked and prodded, having their
backs appraised for strength and their
bodies examined for signs of infrrmity.
"The AIP reenactment was not that

type of display. It was not a carnival-type
side show. It was as ' tastefully ' done as it
possibly could have been, given the horrendous subject.
"During the reenactment, my thoughts
drifted to the lives of my not so distant
ancestors who were bought and sold not
far from that site.
"I preferred to consider the land and
' property' auction as a living museum to
our collective past. Just as Jewish Americans must be intensely pained and horrified when visiting the Holocaust Museum
in DC, I felt equally enraged at the facts,
the history, the actuality of slavery itself,
not the interpreters.
"Still, make no mistake, had Colonial
Williamsburg displayed the particular
horrors of the true past with Africans "on
the block" (as some spectators wished),
this may have had a catastrophic effect on
the crow~ and the community at large.
Ms. Coleman and Colonial Williamsburg
wisely chose the degree of reality they
depicted, given the forum , the year, and
the climate of the nation.
"To avoid any misinterpretation of my
words above, I offer clarification. I refer
to the Colonial Williamsburg interpretation as acceptable--nothing more; nothing less. The anger of dehumanization in
my blood runs closely to the skin and the
wounds of families treated as property.
The wounds are covered now; but scabs
should never be mistaken for forgetfulness."

Shocking History Lessons
After the "slave auction" Christine
Coleman, Director of African-American
Interpretations and Presentations, took
questions on slavery in colonial times.
Naked chain-gang sales were held in
ports and in 19th-century cities, she said,
but not in Williamsburg. The sales were
reenacted exactly as reported in 1773
Virginia Ga=ettes, except that they did
not all happen at the same auction. She
also said:
When slaves were too old to work,
many masters cut off their rations. They
were fed by their fellow-slaves , "a community taking care of itself.'·
Many Williamsburg sl aves were
highly skilled. Blacks formed half the
town s population. "Everything you see
in this town, somebod . black had something to do with building it or making it."
The free man who bought hi wife
was far from unique. However. "Sukie"
would still be a slave until her husband
either petitioned the House of Burgesses

to free her or died and freed her in his
will. The Burgesses granted petitions
when asked, unless the slave had been
rebellious or a criminal.
Legally, blacks were not Christians,
even when baptized. This was because
English law gave all Christians basic
rights.
If a slave ran away three times, the
colony would execute him and reimburse
the owner for violating his property rights.
Some black families have always been
free. They emerged from indentured servitude before Virginia legalized perm anent slavery in 1666. Still they couldn ' t
vote and local officials regulated them.
A child asked atwhat age slaves started
working. The answer: three, or whenever the could pull weeds or feed chickens.
Few black.s used their masters' surnames. Most used the nanle of their
ancestors ' frrst master. some kept African surnames. and some had none.
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Law Watch

candy and video games, said a California U.S. Constitution because it impinged on The Supreme Court declined to review a
By Jonathan Sheldon
appeals court. (USA Today).
Free food is free exercise
the right to participate equally in the po- ruling that a hospital must keep a patient
litical process. The lone dissenting jus- alive even if doctors say she has no chance
Neighborhood groups cannot stop Separation of church and shirt
churches from feeding the poor, even in A Devil's Lake, N.D. school told eighth- tice said no such fundamental right exists. to improve and the treatment violates
medical "ethics." The treatment in this
nice neighborhoods, D.C. federal judge grader Lupe Juarez not to wear a religious (Richmond Times-Dispatch).
case was to "Baby K" who was born
Stanley Sporkin held. (Washington Post). T-shirt, but backed down when the Ameri- Muslim veils illegal in Minnesota?
can Center for Law and Justice sued. St. Paul, Minn., police told a Muslim without a brain two years ago. She cannot
Satanic rights
Prisoners have a right to perfonn Satanic (USA Today) .
woman she could either unveil her face or see, think, or feel pain, and needs to go to
receive a ticket for violating a 1963 state the hospital and briefly be put on a ventirituals, a Denver federaljudge held. (USA Jesus violates prongs
Today). Parish schools must putthe book A public secondary school violated the law against concealing one' s identity in lator every few months. (Richmond TimesVoodoo and Hoodoo back on their shelves, Establishment Clause by displaying an public. She chose the ticket. (Las Vegas Dispatch).
Free speech
a New Orleans federal judge said. (Id.) . unaccompanied painting of Jesus Christ Review-Journal).
The Swiss, fo llowing Gennany' s lead,
in a hallway, the Sixth Circuit held. The Public defense of privacy OK
Faith in IRS not protected
Taxpayers have no right to rely on legal display violated all three prongs of the For defamation purposes, child-snatcher have approved a ban on racial discriminaassurances from IRS representatives, the Lemon test, although the case would have Elizabeth Morgan ' s in-laws are not pub- tion that includes speech that belittles the
been different if the school had placed lic figures even though they used public- Holocaust. (Richmond Times-Dispatch).
Tax Court said. (Remnant).
representative symbols of many of the ity to deny accusations of child abuse, the A federal statute aimed at child pornograTort caps work with a vengeance
Insurance lobbyist Frank Cornelius got world' s great religions on a common wall. Fourth Circuit held. (Richmond Times- phy that requires producers of movies,
Indiana's legislature to put a $500,000 (Law Week) .
Dispatch) .
books, and magazines that depict "acutely
cap on medical malpractice awards. Then Gas chamber outlawed
Abortion shooting
sexually explicit conduct" to keep records
doctors injured him four times in the same Marilyn Patel became the first federal Ernest Robertson was picking up his wife ofperfonners' names and birth dates and
Indiana hospital, doing $5 million in dam- judge to declare any particular means of at an abortion clinic in Baton Rouge, La., to disclose in the works the location of the
age. He needs a respirator, a wheelchair execution unconstitutional when she ruled when a demonstrator yelled, "You 're kill- records passes muster under the First
and constant morphine, has holes in his that California's gas chamber is inhu- ing your baby." Robertson shot at him, Amendment, the D.C. Circuit ruled. (Law
lung and vena cava, has had last rites mane. (Richmond Times-Dispatch).
missed, and was charged with attempted Week).
twice and: is getting a divorce. (New York Visitation rights
murder. (Richmond Times-Disp atch) .
Child-snatcher gets no support
Times). .
A mother must let her children visit their Lloyd's names get disaster relief
A mother who hid her son from his father
father, even though his brother, who has Over 3,000 impo verished Lloyd ' s for 20 years cannot collect unpaid child
Support overkill hurts children
Children suffer when state agencies inter- HIV, lives with him, the Sixth Circuit "names" sued three underwriters and won support, said Fairfax judge Thomas
vene, unasked, to increase support obli- said. (USA Today) .
$750 million; more suits await. Small Fortkort. (Virginia Lawyers Weekly).
gations, Britain' s five largest children' s Judge Spencer moves the mail
insurer groups covering particular risks Clinton saw the fetus
charities reported. They said non-custo- The postal service cannot stop serving an are supposed to buy re-insurance from The Supreme Court declined to review
dial parents can no longer afford to visit, apartment complex where a mailman saw each other to spread risk, but the under- Operation Rescue founder Randall Teny' s
buy things fo r the children, or support a shooting, Richmond federaljudge James writers had some groups wholly re-insure contempt conviction for letting a demontheir second fami lies, while custodial par- Spencer held. The service had made poor the same groups that insured them. Thus strator show President Clinton a fetus.
ents lose public assistance. (London an<;l elderly residents pick up their mail losses from several natural disasters were (Richmond Times-Dispatch).
Times).
two miles away. (Richmond Free Press). concentrated, not spread. The underwrit- Disabilities Act spreads its wings
Ads in school
Gay rights
ers breached their duty of care and ex- A Texas man who tested positive for the
Parents cannot stop public schools from Colorado' s Supreme Court stuck down pected skill, a High Court justice held. AIDS virus will receive $ 100,000 in damshowing their children Channel One, an Colorado's anti-gay rights Amendment 2 (London Times).
ages from a dentist who refused to coneducational news program with ads for under the Equal Protection clause of the Rising cost of health care
tinueto treath irn. Under the ADA, testing
positive for HIV is considered a disability. (Richmond Times-Dispatch).
The ADA prevents a state high school
By Ruthie Litvin
ter have noticed that his approach to the
athletic association from enforcing an age
If it' s a "C ' course, he' s taught it Unifonn Commercial Code (UCC) is a
limit against students who were held back
with maybe only one exception. Ac- little unconventional, focusing on probbecause ofleaming disabilities a Detroit
cordin g to visiting professor David lems instead of case law.
federal j udge held. (Law Week).
Frisch all the courses he has ever taught
" I come at it as a collection of
Big Brother
start with "C": corporations, civil pro- stories .. .stories which include technical
King ' s Lynn, England, has a "pervasive
cedure, contracts.... But this semester changes and politics ," He believes that
video surveillance system that allows ...
Frisch is teaching Sales. He says that' s his problem-oriented curriculum allows
police to peer with cameras into the nooks
easily explained by the fact that Sales is students to work more closel with the
and crannies of their town ' s public
a commercial law class.
code. Cases don ' t give students the same
spaces. ' The Home Minister promised
After teaching for 12 years at Wid- understanding as problems often because
that" law-abiding citizens have nothing to
ener University School of Law in a long case may only deal with one small
fear ... [only] those engaged in wrongdoWi lmington, Delaware, Frisch has spent aspect of the UCC, he says.
ing should be fearfuL " (Richmond Timesthe last t""o semesters as a visiting pro"The UCC is an example of federalDispatch) .
fessor. Last spring he was at Temple ism," Frisch adds, although it was argued
Rodney King
University in Philadelphia.
that the code should be federal to ensure
King has been ordered to pay $237,960 in
He received his undergraduate de- unifonnity, the states prevailed. Frisch national masters swimming competition,
legal fees to the Los Angeles school disgree from the Wharton School at the describes the UCC as the "life-blood" of competing in both individual medley
trict for frivolously naming it in his lawUniversity of Pennsylvania and then commercial law.
and breast stroke events. Like his teachsuit seeking damages for his videotaped
went on to complete his J.D. at the
In addition to teaching, Frisch has ing style, his competitive philosophy is
beating. (Richmond Times-Dispatch).
University of Miami. Frisch also holds written articles which have appeared in also a little unconventional. "You don ' t
No r ight to parole
an LL.M. from Yale.
the law reviews of Southern California. have to out-train them only outlive
State parole guidelines do not give any
Although he has four years ofprac- Minnesota and Iowa. Together with one them," he says. (He is looking for a
inmates a right to parole, the 11 th Circuit
tice in commercial litigation in Miami of the original drafters of the UCC, he serious swimmer as a training buddy
decided 6-5. (National Law Journal)
and Providence, Rhode Island. Frisch wrote an article entitled "Is Revision Due while he is in Williamsburg, if anyone is
Switching to Lexis?
interested.)
says he chose teaching as a career be- for Article2?" which, accordingto Frisch
The Justice Department began a prelimicause "1 liked law school so much 1 aside from having a snappy title led to the
Accompanying Frisch to Williamsnary antitrust investigation in the on-line
decided to spend my life in it."
bUrg are his wife Chris and their two
ultimate redrafting of Article 2.
legal research-services business. The foMost of that life in law school has
Although his legal life centers around daughters Xandy, 16 and Julianna, 11.
cus is Westlaw. Lexis has not been conbeen focused on commercial law . Those commercial law his athletic life focuses
And the exception to the "c" course:
tacted. (Wall Street Journal) .
enrolled in his Sales course this semes- around a pool. Each year he aims for the ... . Constitutional Law.

Meet Professor David Frisch
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News Briefs
Speaker on NAFTA One Year After the Debates
Leslie Alan Glick, a recognized expert on US-Mexico trade and published author
on NAFTA will be speaking today, Monday, Oct. 24 at 4:30 p.m. in Room 127. The
topic is "NAFTA: What Ross Perot Didn't Want You to Know--A look at NAFTA One
Year After the Debates." A reception will follow. Information on the seminar, which
is open to the public free of charge, can be obtained from Nina Hval, President of the
International Law Society at 221-0771.

Death Penalty Resource Center Director Speaking
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4:30 p.m. in Room 119. Four attorneys will discuss their legal practices in international
trade, international maritime, immigration, and public international law. All ate
welcome. A question and answer session and reception will follow.

Berkeley Dean to Speak on Women's Rights
Dean Herma Hill Kay of the law school at the University of California, Berkeley,
will speak on "Women's Rights in the Marital Context" at 10 a.m. on Friday,
November 4, at a yet-unannounced location on main campus. She will receive the
Marshall-Wythe Medallion at 1: 15 p.m . at the Reeves Center.

On Tuesday, Oct. 25 at 11 :30 a.m. in Room 124, Bryan Stevenson will discuss
public interest law, his career as an advocate for the rights of the poor and minorities,
and what law students entering the profession can do in these areas.
Mr. Stevenson, described as a dynamic and exciting speaker, has appeared on such
shows as Nightline and The Firing Line debating William F. Buckley. He is the author
of several manuals on death penalty litigation and has received such honors as the
ACLU National Medal of Liberty.

Norfolk General District Judge Charles Riley Cloud will speak on "Native
American Contributions to American Democracy" at the Charles City Schools
Complex on Saturday, Nov. 5 at 5 p.m. It is part of a monthly speaker series meant to
explore and improve relations between Native Americans and African Americans in
the Peninsula area. The complex is on state Route 155, just North of Route 5.

Constitutional Defense of North

Levy to Tell Inside Story of ACLU

Dr. Gary Franks will give "A Constitutional and Legal Defense of Oliver North"
this Wednesday, Oct. 26 at 7:30 p.m. in the York Room of the University Center. He
has written a book on the subject.

Panel Discussion on Careers in International Law
The International Law Society and the Officer of Career Placement and Planning
will present a panel discussion on careers in international law on Thursday, Nov. 3 at

The Music
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• Compact Discs
• Tapes
• Video
TICK d
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Cherokee Judge to Speak on Constitution

.

Professor John Levy will give a lecture entitled "The Price is Eternal Vigilance:
Thirty Years of Working for People's Rights" on Wednesday, Oct. 26 at 3 p.m. in
Room G-5. He will describe his work as a former ACLU board representative and as
chair of the legal panel that decides what cases the Virginia ACLU will take.

University Museum Features Art by Hampton Family
The Hampton University Museum is featuring a special exhibition in honor of
Homecoming 1994 entitled "The Hampton Family: Alumni Works from the Hampton
University Museum Collection." It features selected artworks by distinguished
alumni, including Dr. John Biggers, in a variety of media. It runs until Dec. 8.

International Internships Available
The Center for International Legal Studies based in Salzburg, Austria has paid
training positions with law fIrms in Europe, Latin America, and the Far East in 1995
to recent law graduates. The internships include a monthly stipend for basic living
costs; participants may apply for terms of three, six, or nine months. Applicants should
have a particular interest in corporate, business and commercial or tax law.
Information regarding the internship training program may be obtained by contacting the Center at P.O. Box 19, A5033 Salzburg, Austria, Telefax (43662) 432 628.

W &M Boathouse Reopens; Free Canoeing
The boathouse on Lake Matoaka reopened after being closed for several years due
to environmental problems. It will be open until early November and will reopen after
Spring Break. Hours are 3-6 p.m. Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, and 2-5 p.m .
Sunday. The boathouse is located between the picnic shelter and the amphitheater.

LSIC Board Members
The Law Students Involved in the Community board of directors was listed
incompletely in this column on Oct. 3. Board member Thea Hurt (IL) is liaison to
Housing Partnerships, and Advocates for Basic Legal Equality (ABLE) is represented
by Amy Waskowiak (3L) .

We Buy & Sell
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Hungarian dean reports on revolution
By Lee Ranieri
The status ofEastern Europe five years
after the beginning of the revolutions was
the topic of Antal Visegrady' s speech on
Oct. 5. Visegrady is a Hungarian la\:v
school dean whose speech was sponsored
by the International Law Society.
Visegrady concentrated primarily on
the transformations that have been taking
place over the last five years in Hungary,
Poland, the Czech Republic, Slovakia,
and Romania. While the political reforms
in Eastern Europe have mostly succeeded,
claimed Visegrady, economic and social
reforms are "still on the agenda." He
outlined the region 's successes, obstacles,
and goals before fielding students ' questions.
As an example of one of the successes,
Visegrady discussed reform of the Hungarian political and legal system. He
noted thatthe Hungarian Constitution has

adopted the Fifth Amendment of the U.S.
Constitution, and that Hungary has established its own Constitutional Court. This
court considers the constitutionality of
any challenged statutes, but its decisions
do not bind the Hungarian Supreme Court.
In a complaintthat may sound familiar
to American legal scholars, Visegrady
claimed that the court's case-selection
process is problematic . . In Hungary, the
Constitutional Court is obliged to consider every challenge to a statute, be it in
the form of an appealed lawsuit or a
handwritten letter by an irate citizen.
Despite their flaws, ho\Vever, Visegrady
contended that the political and legal reforms in Hungary have been successful.
Its next goal, along with the Czech Republic, Slovakia, and Poland, is integration with the European Community.
Visegrady also covered a number of
the problems still facing Eastern and Cen-

SBA News
This column, a new regular feature for the Amicus, is intended
to update the M-W community on the actions of the Student Bar
Association. Often students receive little information about the
SBA other than details on elections and social activities. Although
this column is not meant to replace the official minutes of SBA
meetings (which are posted onthe SBA bulletin board), it should
help to keep students informed about the business ofSBA. If you
desire more information, please see one of the officers (Julie
Patterson, L1ezelle Dugger, Erin Brewster, and Mike Cox) or one
of your class representatives (3Ls - Chip Richardson and Jason
Van Pelt, 2Ls - Neil Lewis and Diane Preston, ILs - Ray Raya,
Shaun Rose, and Trent Thomas Williams).
Topping the SBA news this week was the election of the first
year representatives to the Judicial Council. This is the first time
I Ls have been eligible to sit on the Council and student interest was
high--the SBA received over thirty applications for the four
positions. On Oct. 20 the following members were selected by the
unanimous vote of the ExecutiveBoard (all members voting, one
by proxy): Calvin Anderson Michael Friedman, Meghan Mu ldoon,
and Yvonne Jones.
The SBA budget was adopted at the Oct. 17 meeting by a vote
of 8-0, with one eligible member not voting. Seventeen student
groups are being funded through this budget and the total amount
allocated is $22, 118. A copy of the approved budget is on file with
the Secretary. This vote was held following an Oct. 3, 9-2 vote to
table the budget amidst concerns about the funding of the National
Trial Team.
The Executive Council also approved the Constitution and Ad
Hoc Committee Report on the National Trial Team . The vote was
7-0 with 2 abstentions. The Committee, headed by Mike Cox and
Jonathan Rotter (3Ls) presented a sixteen page report and Constitution, both of which are on file with the Secretary.
The SBA is sponsoring several upcoming events, including
speaker Bryan Stephenson who will give a talk on the death penalty
and related issues on Tuesday, Oct. 25 at II :30 a.m. in Room 124.
This event is co-sponsored by the ACLU. The Executive Committee of the SBA will also be participating in an alumni Phonathon
to benefit both the scholarship fund and the library.
There will be a Halloween Grad Thing on Oct. 28 at 8 p.m. in
the Little Theatre of the old Campus Center. A costume contest
will be held and beer (and the ever popular alternative beverage)
and pizza will be available. Admission is $3 and the event is
sponsored by GAPS.
Finally, thanks to all the Fall From Grace attendees. Although
I am writing this on Thursday and the event was held on Saturday,
we all had a great time and, in keeping with that great SBA
tradition, "nothing was broken and no one was killed'" Special
thanks to Martha McGlothlin for all her hard work in planning the
event.

tral European countries. First on his list
was nationalism, which he claimed was
dangerous to the entire region, but especially to the countries still in transition.
Romania, he noted, is currently home to
three million Hungarians and prone to
nationalist tensions.
In the rush to " Westernize," Eastern
European nations also have seen a dramatic increase in crime, which Visegrady
cited as another ofthe region ' s main problerns. Much ofthe crime is organized, he
claimed, and stems from mafia organizations in Russia, Turkey, and the former
Yugoslavia. It is possible that the problem may simply be receiving publicity for
the fust time. "Under the Communist
regime," Visegrady said, "Mafia existed,
but they were hidden by the politicians."
Visegrady discussed a nurn ber ofother
obstacles facing the emerging democracies, including unemployment, Russian

Dean Antal Visegrady
-staffphoto
instability, trade deficits, and difficulty
entering NATO. After covering these
matters, he eagerly fielded questions on
topics such as inflation and other economic barriers to the entrepreneurial spirit.
Despite setbacks and obstacles,
Visegrady remains optimistic that the reforms will eventually take hold and flourish in Central and Eastern Europe. What
is needed, he believes, is time. " To build
a democratic culture can ' t be done in five
years," he said. " Itmustalso be builtin the
souls of the people."
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LETTERS from 2
candidates, we didn ' t do very
much campaigning. I can only
speak for myself but I think this
was because we are so new here.
No one seemed to know exactly
how campaigning is done here
and no one seemed to want to
make a big deal out of it.
I remember that I was a little
intimidated when I saw the list of
candidates. There were many
popular people on the list and
often elections boil down to who
is more popular. However, I
think that here at law school,
people were really interested in
voting for qualified people as
well. I wrote a letter talking
about my experiences and
dropped it in everyone's hanging file. I credit this with most of
my votes.
This is also evidenced by the
quality of the other two I L reps
that were elected (Ray and Trent).

few things already and I think
that my fellow I Ls made excellent choices. Therefore, while I
agree that the process wasn't as
publicized as it should have been,
the results turned out well. I
think next year's election will be
very different.
I also wanted to respond to
the part of the article that suggested that the representatives '
main concern is social events.
Social events are an effective
way to relieve stress as well as a
good way to meet and socialize
with fellow students. I think that
this is important.
However, in the two weeks
since the election, the only social
aspects that we have focused on
is signing up to clean up after the
Fall From Grace. Most of our
time has been spent sitting in on
Judicial Council interviews. We
have also attended our fust SBA
meeting, the majority of which

Natural Law

events, but debating whether our
proposed budget adheres to the
SBA constitution.
Finally, I disagree with the
part of the article that said that
past positions in Student Govemrnent were irrelevant and that
what was important was what
we, as representatives, are going
to do. It would be irresponsible
for us as lLs to make promises
that we have no idea if we can
keep . It is more important to
elect those whose past experiences and present character suggestthat they will serve the interests of their fellow students and
do the best job they possibly can.
I think that the 1Ls elected such
people and we look forward to
serving you this year. Feel free
to contact any of us with any
questions or concerns throughout the year.
Shaun Rose (I L Rep)

by Jack Mackerel
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Having become
violently ill after
~ating a real lawyer,
the T Rex avoided
Drs. Grant and Sayer
in their clever
disguises--proving
that dinosaurs do
learn from experience.
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No substance under the robes of Moot Court student judges
Vanessa Peterson
Is M-W employing the best
procedure to select its Moot Court
Team? Of course, many will
respond that there is no other
feasible way. But is that truly
the case, or are we stuck in the rut
offollowing "tradition?" I argue
that because of the money we
invest in competitions and team
travel, it is imperative that the
most qualified oral advocates are
sent to represent M-W.
I am not of the opinion that
the M-W Moot Court Team is
composed of incompetent oral
advocates. I am only concerned
that the law school might find a
better way to select the members
of the Moot Court Bar.
In the 1994 Bushrod Competition, over half of the judges
were students. The other judges
consisted of faculty members,
alumni, and some attorneys from
the community. Now, just think

ifall of the Bushrodjudges were
attorneys and judges. I honestly
believe that the competition
wou ld benefit as well as the competitors.
As the team is currently structured, there are students giving
critiques, and not to mention advice, that have only as much oral
advocacy experience as the Legal Skills Program provides. This
fact leads me to question the
qualification of our student
judges. Inevitably, the members
of the Moot Court Team may not
be the best oral advocates M-W
has to offer. One reason is that
student judges are biased in favor of their peers and another is
that they just are not as familiar
with the appellate process as they
should be.
I am aware that the Moot
Court Team and the members of
the Moot Court Bar are the first
bodies chosen to wear those black
robes for the Bushrod Competition. However, are we even sure
that they are the best judges? I

think not. Using attorneys and
judges from the community, and
when absolutely necessary, using facu lty members and senior
members of the Moot Court Bar
would decrease the biases and
normalize the "normalizing' process the Bushrod Competition
uses.
Moot court is a very serious
part of the law school experience
and perhaps should be treated
that way. There are a lot of
things resting on Moot Court representation--first of all money,
and more importantly, reputation. When a student perceives
the Bushrod Competition to be
as serious as it should be treated,
it is quite disheartening to stand
and present your argument, that
you spent numerous hours, days,
and weeks of preparation on, to a
panel of students, one on the
Moot Court Bar and two others
grabbed off of the Naugahyde
chair and placed on the bench.
I know that students chosen
have competed in the competi-

tion before but what does that
have to do with anything? Just
because you try something does
not mean that you know how to
do it. Sure, students are more
enthusiastic and sometimes better prepared than attorneys and
judges. But if someone snatches
you out of the lobby and places
you in a black robe to decide the
fate of second year competitors,
you would think of a lot of hard
questions too. The Bushrod Justices must work to find some
qualified and interested attorneys
and judges in the area to participate. The Legal Skills Program
seems to solicit quite a few attorneys to hear appellate arguments.
With faculty assistance I am sure
that the Bushrod Justices could
secure judges from attorneys and
judges in the community.
Some people are going to read
this and think, yeah , she is just
complaining because she is not
on the Moot Court Bar and was
not conferred the power ofjudge
by Erin Brewster. I really do not

care if you think that. I hope that
this column will be taken seriously and given some consideration. The current process does
not seem to be the best solution;
it is defmitely not the only one.
To secure better judges will
just take some work over the
summer to solicit and prepare
judges and attorneys to judge the
Competition. The current system is like placing me on the
Supreme Court before I even pass
the bar. There is truly a need to
make the Bushrod Competition
fair, and most of a II professional.
I was told that currently there is
no handbook for the organization of the competition. Well, I
found a handbook written by the
American Law Student Association, entitled "Appellate Moot
Court." The book is dated, but it
was the best I could find in our
library, and the information is
stilJ relevant. And until a more
recent publication is discovered,
the book is better than what we
now have--nothing.

South Africa struggles with demo cratic rule
By Jennifer Tosini
Because South Africa' s new National
Unity government is made up of all ofthe
country's major political parties, outside
opposition to the government is lacking,
according to Vsui Nkosi of the Community Law Center in Natal, South Africa.
Rural communities face an additional
challenge to democracy because many
tribal chiefs view the democratic rejection of white rule as an endorsement of
tribal rule, and are taking over absolute
power again. Nkosi discussed the legal
issues facing the country after its first
democratic elections on Oct. 7.
Into the void comes the Community
Law Center (CLC), a nonpartisan watchdog organization that works to ensure the
rights and to empower rural communities
in South Africa' s Natal province. To
perform its mission, the CLC approaches
government at the national, provincial.
and local levels.
One of CLC's biggest projects at the
present time is the African Jurisprudence
program. South Africa is in the process of
drafting a new national constitution, and
CLC wants to make sure that the needs of
rural South Africans are not ignored.
Bilingual (Zulu and English) CLC representatives go into rural communities and
speak to all adults in the community,
asking them how they want to get involved in government, and what they
believe the government should do for
them. The CLC hopes to have this data in
a presentable form and to submit it to the
constitutional committee within the next

two years, Nkosi said.
The new national government appears
sympathetic to the needs of rural communities and allocated a budget of2 .5 billion
rand ($750 million) to a rural reconstruction and development program. However, no mechanism exists for allocating
these funds . It is assumed that communities will organize their own committees to
determine their needs and submit proposals in order to obtain grants. Consequently, communities with influential
people receive the money, rather than
those that really need it.
To remedy this problem, theCLC goes
into rural communities to fmd out what
projects each community needs. The CLC
then runs training programs to give the
people in these communities the knowledge necessary to approach the go emment.
Another important project of the CLC
is its paralegal training program. The
CLC trains people from the rural communities to be paralegals; these paralegals
help members of their communities with
basic legal problems, such as pension
recoveries, that would otherwise have
gone unremedied. Because the CLC's
focus is on negotiation and mediation
before litigation, many disputes are settled
by the paralegal. However, if no settlement is possible, cases are referred to
CLC case department attorne ·s for litigation. Nkosi supervises all CLC litigation.
Land redistribution to tribes who were
wrongfully dispossessed of their lands
during apartheid is another problem fac-

- l ellnifrr Truill;
Nkosi and Krattenmaker greet students following lecture
ing South Africa today. A land claims and take it over by force. However, the
court and commission have been created: CLC heard of their dilemma and acted as
their goal is to return land to its rightful an intermediary between the community
owners where " feasible ." If returning and the governrnent. A government minland to its rightful owners is found not to ister visited the community. spoke with
be feasible, the claim is to be referred to its leaders and with representatives of the
the constitutional court. However, as CLC, and a mutually satisfactory agreementioned above. South Africa has no ment resulted from these negotiations.
new constitution, thus. no constitutional
At the end of kosi's presentation
court. People are getting impatient.
Dean Thomas Krattenmaker announced
One community in Natal that had ex- that he has earmarked fellowship funds
perienced bureaucratic run-around at both for a student who wishes to work for the
the national and provincial levels of govSee NKOSI on 19
ernment decided to in ade its territory
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Crossfire

4th century draft plan calls for tnandatory pro bono
Ifyou seek transcendentalfreedom, Mandatory public service detracts
what are you doing in law school? from scholarship, volunteerism.
Michael Homans

"It may sound paternalistic, but educational institutions are supposed to indoctrinate students--not just
give them the black letter
law ... Instilling a duty to
serve others during our
"training" period would go
a long way toward achieving such a goal."

We raise our hands in class. Speak out
for the "just cause." Argue as solemnly as
Socrates about abstract platitudes on justice.
Yet when someone proposes that we,
as law students and future lawyers, should
actually DO SOMETHING for a good
cause, we scurry like rats.
Knowing mankind's inertia for inaction unless prodded, I am all in favor of
mandatory pro bono work for law students. It is our ethical obligation as soon- 3. THE LAW PROFESSION NEEDS
to-be lawyers. The Americanjustice sys- REDEMPTION: Some may see law as
tem , of which lawyers are a vital part, just another way to make money, having
simply will not serve all unless some are no higher goals to serve society. Surely,
served free of charge. Moreover, pro many lawyers adhere to that empty model
bono is the Tight thing to do for the people and the reputation of the profession has
suffered as a result. I, for one, believe in
in need.
But, wait, I hear the hollow cries ofthe the old model, which includes public service, and would like to see the profession
objectors.
"Oh, boo-hoo, you ' re infringing on redeem itself. One way to do this, I
our civil liberties to do whatever we want believe, is to restore responsibility and
whenever we want."
justice to the profession.
It' s a pity that we have to mandate
" The 13th Amendment prohibits insuch practices, but the daily TV commervoluntary servitude."
"Charity is a personal choice, not some- cials and news stories about lawyers evidenc'e the lack of voluntary responsibility
thing that should be mandated."
in our profession.
B.S.
Because I know that few people read 4. LAW SCHOOLS SHOULD TEACH
these damn things, I will place my reasons RESPONSIBILITY: While a strong case
for mandatory pro bono in a simple list of is being made by the ABA for mandatory
pro bono for lawyers, the case of requireight:
I. WECHOSE THIS PROFESSION: We, ing such service during law school is even
as law students, voluntarily surrendered more compelling. We choose which law
some of our civil liberties and took on the school to attend. We come here to receive
cloak of social responsibility when we an education--as provided by the learned
faculty, alumni and administration.
decided to become lawyers.
It may sound paternalistic, but educaNo one needs reminding thatthe Model
Rules of Professional Conduct and the tional institutions are supposed to indocModel Code of Professional Responsibil- trinate students--not just give them the
ity codify the obligation of lawyers to black letter law. Law schools should
perform pro bono publico. In addition, produce skilled knowledgeable and rethe noble tradition oflaw--which has been sponsible lawyers. Instilling a dutY to
much soiled lately--treats lawyers as of- serve others during our "training' period
ficers of the court. instrumental players in would go a long wa toward achieving
our system of justice. If we truly have such a goal.
Besides, what is so damn wrong with
such a role in the justice system , which I
believe. then we must be willing to take an institution teaching its students that
on the responsibil ity of admin istering that social responsibility is a requirement of
justice to everyone--whether or not we the profession? If you don't like it, then
be a lazy, self-serving slob after graduamake money at it.
2. JUSTICE SHOULD BE FOR ALL: If tion. It's not going to kill you to do a little
our soc iety is to be just, it must provide charity during law school.
opportuni ties for all-- including access to 5. NOTHING IS FREE: "Freedom'sj ust
the justice system. That access will not another word for nothin ' left to lose '
occur without pro bono service by law- according to Janice. Well, if you want
. complete freedom , then please don't beyers.
It would be nice if that service were come a lawyer, or any other professional.
provided voluntarily. but a recent Gallup Becoming a lawyer requires us to adhere
poll showed that less than half of Ameri- to many mandates, including attending
cans do any volunteer work at all. Today, law school for three years ("Oh, my, I'm
more than ever, consumers, the poor, and being enslaved for three years! ''). What is
the victims of discrimination need the the difference between being required to
help oflawyers to obtain justice. Manda- take certain courses and being required to
tory pro bono is an easy, direct way to
See MO' BONO on 20
provide such justice.

Rod Simmons
The' Strategic Planning Committee recently released its much-heralded draft
plan delineating goals and strategies to
move the College into its Fourth Century,
One part of the plan, calling for heightened emphasis on .public and community
service has created a significant level of
concern among the College faculty. The
reason for this concern is that, in order "to
integrate a com~tment to public service
into the professional lives of faculty and
staff," the Fourth Century plan encourages the recognition of faculty contributions to public service by "rewarding"
such service in tenure and promotion
evaluations. Public service, like teaching
and research, is to become yet another
factor in determining the value of indi~
vidual faculty members to the College
community.
Adding a public service dimension to
faculty tenure evaluations is neither a
desirable nor a clearheaded policy. The
primary responsibilities of any professor
are--or ought to be--to teach and to interact with students. Dedication to public
service, although admirable, should not
be factored into a decision that a particular professor should stay on and teach
courses for the next twenty years. How
many of us have experienced seemingly
interminable classes (both here and at
other institutions) with a professor who
was unable to convey material in an effective manner, all because that professor
had been granted tenure due to his or her
"scholarship" or "research"? The addition of a public service component to the
tenure process will place even more demands on professors ' fmite resources,
and will diminish the ability offaculty to
concentrate on their students.
Adding a public service dimension to
tenure decisions may even rob students of
professors who are outstanding instructors. At m own undergraduate institution, one of the best professors I have ever
had was denied tenure because he failed
to satisfy the tenure committee' s expectations with respect to research . It would be
more than unfortunate if a M- W professor
who excelled at teaching were to be denied tenure under the plan, sinlply because he or she was deemed to ha e had
an insufficient commitment to public service.
The Fourth Century plan also raises
another issue: that of mandatory public
service. At first glance, the public service
portion of the Fourth Century plan seems
to be structured as a "carrot" that merely
advocates increased public service among
the W&M faculty. If implemented as
currently drafted, however, the plan will
actually function as a "stick," mandating
public and community service by all fac-

"The College should not
adopt mandatory public service as a requirement for
tenure (or, in the case of
students, for graduation).
Public service is personal,
and should remain voluntary. Here at the law school
... mandated law-related
public service would only
serve to lower the involvement of students and faculty in worthy non-legal
causes, such as Avalon,
Housing Partnerships or
other similar public service
organizations."
ulty members. Competition for tenured
positions will result in faculty members'
having little choice but to engage in public service for the purpose of advancing
their own careers. What the draft plan
calls "recognition" and "reward" will in
practice become a requirement.
The College should not adopt mandatory public service as a requirement for
tenure (or, in the case of students, for
graduation). Public service is personal,
and should remain voluntary. Here at the
law school, mandatory public service
would manifest itself as mandatory provision oflegal services. But mandated lawrelated public service would only serve to
lower the involvement of students and
faculty in worthy non-legal causes, such
as Avalon, Housing Partnerships, or other
similar public service organizations .
Twenty to thirty hours spent counseling
abused women or repairing an elderly
woman ' s home are no less valuable than
twenty to thirty hours of legal public
service.
I full support the volunteering of
legal services to people who would otherwise be unable to afford legal advice. But
I do not care to be told how to manifest my
charity. College administrators who truly
wish to support volunteerism and commitment to public service should rethink
the Fourth Century plan. and recognize
that although pro bono work is a worthy
endeavor, the mandating of it should be
rej ected.
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SUPREMES from 1
sponded that the Burger court's
heavy docket was the real aberration. Krattenmaker also noted
that there are fewer reviews because of greater ideological
agreement between the Republican Supreme Court and the Republican appellate courts than
existed in the 1980's.
BalTimore Sun reporter Lyle
Denniston stated that Presidents
Reagan and Bush rna, have succeeded in their goal of creating a
less activist judiciary. "Didn't
the revolution work after all?
Isn 't this the most sub tantial
renUn"IatlOn f go emmental
p wer b any bod at :10) time,
modem or ancientT' Denni ton
asked. referring to the Court's
lower profile in rec nt year .
The panel generally agreed
that the dire tion of the Court
will be determined b, the centrist trio of Justi e andra Da
O'Connor, Da'vid Souter. and
Anthony Kenned. . However.
exac I} where this trio might head
was far from lear. M- Visiting Professor Jim Gardne r
blamed the Court's rudderless
reputation on the "vacuu m" of
leadership created by the "worst
Chief Justice ever in terms of
forging majority opinions."
Krattenmaker noted that "'the
power of the Court being in the
center is a truism. Kenned, is
the center. but he is a Justice in
search of himself. The jurisprudence of Anthony Kennedy
woul be a very -hort book."'
Moot Co urt Strik es Down
Term Li mits
B} a vot of 6-3 , the Moot
Court Frida evening struck
downAr an as' s term limits law.
The Majority was persuaded by
M- W Professor Michael
Gerhardt ' s oral argu ments
against the measure. The Moot
Court noted that the Framers rejected term limits. which had

been included in the Articles of
Confederation.
They also agreed that term
limits constituted an additional
qualification to hold office, that
voters can limit terms an time
they desire by voting incumbents
out of office, and that constitutional amendment would be the
only wa to install term limits.
M-W Professor eal De ins 's
dissent argued that term limits
are a pro-demo ratic measure and
that the Tenth Amendment reserves this power to the states
and the people.
Saturday Panels Foresee
CODservati e Drift
The 'Propertyand Economic
Rights" discu sion focused defining the limits of federal and
tate regulatory authority. an area
of ex pertise for new Justice
Stephen Bre er. Washington
Post Supreme Court Reporter
Joan Biskupic predicted that
American Airlines v. Wolensw ill
have broad implications for the
boundaries of state po er. In
frolens, the Court will decide a
Supremacy Clause question
based on whether frequent flier
programs are "essential" to airlines' operations.
The Court will decide whether
to defer to an executive agency's
statutory interpretation in
Nationsbank v. Variable Annuities, a case regarding whether
national banks can ell annuities
.. ithout being subject to insurance regulations.
.
"This case and [Wolens] both
involve Breyer right off the bat
in issues he is associated with."
sa id Gerhardt. " It will be a test
fo r how Breyer deals with the
other Justices behind the scene ."
The "Pri acy" panel dealt less
with what is before the Court
than what is not. Moderator
Devins focused on abortion
rights, physician-assisted suicide,
and gay and lesbian rights. W&M
Visiting Professor David Garrow

said that, with the exception of
interpretation of the Freedom of
Access to Clinic Entrances Act,
the abortion issue is legally
settled.
' The abortion struggle is
largely over, . . . The public
doesn ' t realize the extent to which
Casey [v. Planned Parenthood]
has settled the constitutional issues in this area;' Garrow said.
Ph ys ician-assisted suicide
may reach the Court on appeal
from a Wash ington district court
ruling that terminally ill patients
may seek assisted su icide, or from
two Michigan cases in olving
Dr. Jack Kevorkian.
Finally. the panel differed on
whether the Court is likely to
hear the tate of Colorado ' s appeal in Evans v. Romer, in which
the state supreme court struck
down an anti-ga, rights ballot
measure. The panel also disputed whether the recent string
of eight ru lings in favor of ga
and lesbian service members
under the pre-1 993 military gay
ban would affect the Clinton
administration's defense of the
" Don't Ask, Don't Tell" polic .
The Court's caseload in the
area of " Civil Rights' is surprisingly strong. M-W Visiting Professor Kathy Urbonya said Missouri v. Jenkins will address
whether Brown v. Board was
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about opening doors or about undoubtedly rule for the state in
equalizing outcomes. The state allowing a "good faith" police '
of Missouri is arguing that its arrest and subsequent drug condesegregation program has failed viction even though police relied
due to "white flight" and that its on a warrant which should have
desegregation order should be been Invalidated by the courts.
The fmal panel of the Preeased. Los Angeles Times Supreme Court Reporter David view, "The First Amendment,"
Savage said the Court will al- concluded that the majority of
most certainly agree, and the only free speech cases over the next
question will be the breadth of few years may involve corporathe ruling.
tions invoking the First to avoid
The Court is also likely to government regulation.
reverse its affmnative action preKnight-Ridder Supreme
cedents when it considers Court Reporter Aaron Epstein
Adarand Constructors inc. v. introduced Adolph Coors Co. v.
Pena, Savage said. Devins said Bentsen, a suit in which Coors is
his head count of Justices re- challenging a federal post-Provealed that state affirmative ac- hibition law that bans labels antion programs will likely be held nouncing the alcoholic content
to strict scrutiny when Adarand of a product. The government
is decided.
fears a "strength war." Epstein
Krattenmaker said the high- thinks Coors is trying to avoid its
est profile "Criminal Law" case, rumored weak-beerreputation as
U. S. v. Lope:;, for es the C urt to "Colorado Kool-Aid."
revisit the issue of the extent of
An Ohio law which would
the congressional Commerce have made outlaws of James
Clause power. The case hinges Madison, Alexander Hamilton,
on whether federa l legislation and John Jay is at the heart of
must reference: (I ) the grounds Mc!ntyrev.OhioElectionsComof Constitutional authority for mission. The law bans anonythe act and (2) the finding that mous political speech. and was
uphe ld by the Ohio Supreme
support those grounds.
The Court wi ll probabl, ex- Court. Gardner said the Court
pand police power when it rules will likely reverse, and "possibly
on Arizona v. Evans later this took this case only because the
term according to Carelli. He Ohio Supreme Court didn ' t get it
said that the Court will almost

A Marshall-Wythe Moment: KeD Hickox (3L) glowers across an ideological abyss
at Professors David Frisch and John 'Levy during an SBA Student-Faculty Mixer
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TRADING CARDS: 1L HELIUM HANDS OF MARSHALL-WYTHE

r-----------, r - - - - - - - - - - - ,
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CHARLES SWEEDLER I I
I I
I I
Before attending law school ,
Charles worked as an auctioneer,
thus explaining his booming voice
in class. Unfortunately, the same
voice that previously earned him a
quite respectable living has caused
Charles to take out another Law
Access Loan to pay for the many
s ummonses for disturbing the
peace and reimbursing classmates for ear exams.
The nonchalant expression that
Charles regularly wears has been
misconstrued as arrogance but is
really just confidence, which he
exudes as he greets the women
with, "Hey, I'm the frequency."

ELAINE KUCHINSKI
Mug in hand , Elaine is ready to
conquer the world . Each morning
she strides to Prince George 's to
order Colombian Amber before her
8:30 class. But Elaine is unaware
of the dangerously high levels of
caffeine in this particular blend of
coffee (as the next Amicus will
report) . And she doesn't know it's
not normal to have read the entire
text of each class by fall break,
prompting her to raise her hand in
every class. Nor is it normal to be
that happy-go-lucky in law school.
Fear not, for Elaine will be saved .
Next year, look for her law revieW
note: "Listening to Librium."

r-----------,I

I I
I I
I I

JAMES "J.C." THIEME

I
I
Although there is no confirmation
I
at this early juncture in M-W, one
comment people make about J.C. I
is that he speaks softly and so I
must carry a big stick. Enough I
said.
I
His parents delight in telling the I
anecdote about James as a baby I
when he said his first word , "goo," I
on Monday and delayed stating
I
his second "goo" until Saturday.
I
J .C . takes particular pleasure as
a living contradiction in terms from I
his nickname and satanic goatee I
to the fact that his hand is always I
raised , leading one to believe that I
he has the Gilberts on his lap.
I

r-----------,

I
I
I
I
I
I

ANNE IRELAND
After turning down an offer for a
guest appearance on Melrose
Place , letting her sister Kathy bask
in the limelight, Anne has set out to
become the "fastest hand in the
South ." At least that was the superlative printed under her picture
in her undergrad yearbook.
Anne prefers to spend quiet evenings at home in front of the fire
with Mr. Emanuel under the velvet
painting of dogs playing cards.
She recently has been trying out
new reCipes for Mr. Emanuel to
show her appreciation for his help
with her schoolwork. Maybe she
should get out more .

I
I
I
I
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Soulless Sensory Deprivation
and a Disturbing Lack of
Humiliating Scenes Mar Fifth
Annual Fall From Grace

By Jeremy Phillips and Paige Wright
The fifth annual Indian festival of dance provided visitors to the new University Center
with a desperately needed dose of diversity in women's dress Saturday evening. At Fall
from Grace, on the other hand, the dress code was in effect with ruthless efficiency, as
black was the rule and rules were meant to be followed . The men, on the other hand,
displayed a ~uge variety of peacock-like hues . Who knew there were so many shades of
grey?
The music, complete with a "Clockwork Orange" reprogramming screen, was truly an
adventure. When we first arrived, Whitney Houston was bleating out the lyrics to yet
another original gem from the "Bodyguard Soundtrack.' This musical choice, combined
with a 25 foot picture of Kevin "My God I Can't Act and What Do I Do When Somebody
Figures It Out?" Costner' s bad haircut managed to scare all the potential dancers off the
floor. The hits just kept on comin ' with Tag "Its Whoomp God Damn It" Team and Rod
"I Live Only For The Sake Of Marrying A Succession Of Models And Making Them Fat"
Stewart maintaining the dance quarantine zone. Luckily, however, the dancing began as
the open bar took effect and the Tavares " Disco Inferno" roared out of the sound system.
This was followed by the Romantics and a variety of old disco and fift ies music. We
geezer~ at the law school know what we like and we like it old.
The food was the standard William and Mary catering: Swedish meatballs mini-hot
dogs in mystery sauce, something involving chicken appendages, and some melon balls
and vegetables. Uninspiring fare, but heavy on the grease to counteract all the benzene and
wood alcohol in the top-shelf spirits provided. We are happy to report that no one
was struck blind and this edition was published before the hangover reports came in .
Hey, for the price of2 1/4 pitchers at Paul 's
you got an all- you -can -choke-down-yourgob extravaganza.
The decor in the Chesapeake Room was
somewhere between a Viking long hall and
an industrial fish processing facility. The
two security guards added to the ambiance,
with the warden from "Caged Heat II " and
Methuselah ensuring that liquor did not leave
the premises.
We are sad to report a disturbing lack of
humiliating scenes (that I can remember. ..).
Those in attendance handled their high quite
well for a bunch of doomed souls only six
weeks away from exams. If anyone knows
of any personal disasters that befell someone, those that would get a laugh, that is,
please relay them to this paper so
we can all revel in someone else's
pain.
All in all ,everyone seemed to
have a good time once the music
got straightened out, the liquor
kicked in, and the dancing began. I will see if Barrister' s Ball
is as enjoyable in the spring, but
now I gotta go to brunch and try
to get rid ofthis hangover. Who
ever heard of "Old Yeller" brand
bourbon, anyway?
[Editor 's note: Yeah, J have
a personal disaster to discuss.
Did you pass out too early to
notice the Law Review 2L who
executed the "Feldman Maneuver " byfallingflat on his back, to
wild applause? By the time he
regained his footing he was entirelysoaked, inside and out, with
alcoholic res iduefrom the dance
floor.]
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Music for the Masses

R.E.M. .expands niche; 'New artist Desiree finds hers
By Eleanor Bordeaux
and Scott Layman
RE.M.: Monster
With their new CD Monster, R.E.M.
has abandoned the strings and acoustic
guitars of Automatic for the People in
favor of·straight-forward rock and roll.
The constant buzz of Peter Buck' s guitar
dominates the release. The band has
abandoned the bleak sounds ofA utomatic
for a refreshingly raw sound. Yet even
with the heavy guitar feedback, the band
still manages to construct pop melodies.
R.E.M. is basically redefming itself again,
although every once in a while the sounds
recall the harder edge of old CDs like
Lifes Rich Pageant and Document.
"Circus Envy" is a catchy tune with a
driving guitar riff that stirs up memories
of"Begin the Beguine." Vocalist Michael
Stipe ominously intones, "Here comes
that awful feeling again/Make way for the
monster jealousy." Another excellent

track is "You," which also tackles obsessiveness. The song pulsates with an exotic-sounding guitar. The first single,
"What's the Frequency, Kenneth?" is one
of the best tracks. It is indicative of the
CD' s overall electric sound and upbeat
tempo.
The band' s desire to avoid repeating
Automatic 's solemn themes was made
difficult by two recent deaths. The group
was devastated by the death ofclose friend
and admirer, Kurt Cobain, this past spring.
The song "Let Me In" is Stipe's attemptto
communicate with Cobain. And the CD is
dedicated to River Phoenix, the late actor
who was also close to the band.
The CD does contains a lot of feedback; it is very different from anything
R.E.M. has done before. The band is
making the type of experimental jump
that U2 did with Achtung Baby. Most
R.E.M. fans will appreciate the flavor of
their "new" style and should commend

the band's determination not to remain
static.
Desiree: lAin 't Movin'
The second CD from Desiree is a good,
solid effort for this newcomer. The tracks
offer a collection oflove songs with some
motivational themes.
I A in 't Movin ' begins with the fIrst
single "You Gotta Be Crazy." Far from
being the best track, it is surprising that
this song is the first single to be released.
Although this track suggests Desiree' s
potential, ft is kind ofgeneric and does not
do her voice justice. However, herpotential comes through on "Feel so High" and
"In My Dream." These two tracks have
an Anita Baker feel to them; the influence
is apparent in the SUltry use of Desiree' s
voice.
Desiree' s vocals are showcased against
the backdrop of very strong musicianship. A good number of the tracks use

quite a bit of piano and orchestral strings.
The piano in "Crazy Maze" is reminiscent
of Williamsburg's own Bruce Hornsby.
For a good portion of the track "Love is
Here," Desiree is accompanied only by a
piano wruch later is combined with violins. This track would be perfect as a
theme to some romantic movie. While
most of the music has that slow romantic
feel, "Little Child" adds a different dimension to this CD with its latin and jazz
flavor.
In general the music is a perfect accompaniment to Desiree' s voice. However, the music and vocals of "Living in
the City" seem to clash. The song sounds
like two separate songs that were just put
together. Her voice and the beat just don't
fIt.
As a whole, l Ain 't Moving is a very
solid CD of romantic songs. If Desiree
continues to follow her recipe for success
her next CD will be worth looking into.

Jazzy and Tango go international at the IHOP
By Jazzy and Tango
This week we review the pancake
house of all pancake houses, the
penultimate pancake place, the granddaddy of them all-- IHOP! Let's face it,
Williamsburg was incomplete as the pancake haven of the South without an International House of Pancakes.
Obviously our expectations were high.
As we entered, Tango exclaimed, "It' s
big! " While it was indeed quite large,
Jazzy is sure she has seen larger. We
crossed the vast space to our table, where
we were greeted by a very friendly waitress. We loved this waitress. She loved
us. ·However, the relationship was tarnished by the looming presence of Menu
Boy. Aside from passing out menus,
which he did little of, Menu Boy is apparently some kind of weirdo spy. Tango,
noticing him eavesdropping on us while
seemingly shuffling menus, suggested that
perhaps he works as an informant for the
FBI. We hated him.
Let's cut to the chase. There was a
problem. We were at THE pancake house
to top all pancake houses, and what did
Tango order? A Belgian waffle? A nice
omelette? Or perhaps even PANCAKES?!
NO! A chili cheeseburger! Of course
where Tango comes from if's known as
"The International House of Pancakes
and Chili Cheeseburgers"! (At least she
didn' t get a damn grilled chicken sandwich.) She said it was great. Delicious,
even. However, she did note that it was
difficult to negotiate, being very large and
sloppy. An interesting note was that there
were breaded onion rings on TOP of the
cheeseburger. Tango thought this was
odd, but for some reason it did not occur
to her that she could TAKE THEM OFF.
She didn't want to rock the boat.

Jazzy took it upon herself to be the
conventional one this time and order pancakes. To be precise, she ordered the
Rooty Tooty Fresh N' Fruity Special,
although she thought she was too coo l to
pronounce it, and shortened it to "I' d like
that Rooty Tooty meal, please." Tango
swiftly corrected her in front of the waitress, stressing that it's okay to say silly
things in the name of good flap j acks.
This meal was grand. It consisted of two
slices of bacon, two pieces of sausage,
two eggs, and a plate of pancakes with
strawberries and whipped cream on top.
Jazzy requested her eggs soft boiled, a.k.a.
soft, gross, and drippy, but the waitress
saved her from this misguided choice by
bringing the eggs sunny side up. See, we
said she was nice. But the mean manager
swooped down and attempted to separate
Jazzy from her newly found fIrm yolks.
We strongly suspect Menu Boy was involved. Nevertheless, Jazzy retrieved her
meal before the manager sent the eggs off
to the crime lab via Menu Boy. Due to the
covert actions of Menu Boy, we truly
hope that our nice waitress didn 't get
busted down to Andy's Pancake and Hot
Dog Express.
The soft drinks were of a delightfully
large size. Best ofall, there are free refIlls .
For those you who are Rain Man fans,
there was a large selection of syrup already on the table. (If you don 't understand this reference to our national collective pop culture, get with it! ) Of all the
syrups, the butter pecan had a heavenly
aroma that made Jazzy want to dab it
behind her ears. Tango stopped her. There
is a bee problem in Williamsburg, for
heaven 's sake! Also supplied was a bright
blue carafe marked hot with no other
indication of its contents. Jazzy took a

chance and poured it over her pancakes.
It was maple syrup, but despite its warmth,
nothing compared to butter pecan. Tango
sighed with reliefthat she had not volunteered to take the initial pour.
Jazzy questioned the validity of the
"International" in "International House
of Pancakes." To our surprise, this appellation rings true. !HOP is the breakfast
food ambassador to the world. We only

had to ask the French family behind us
who were pondering over the spaghetti.
Italy and France meet in Williamsburg
(well not really ifyou consider the general
quality of Italian food in this one horse
town).
International House of Pancakes
Address: Richmond Road
Rating: (on a scale of 1-5 sausage links):
Jazzy 4 links; Tango: 4 links

Outer Limits

By John Crouch
{Note: Not all items are meant to amuse.
Try to guess which.}
Surprise euthanasia
Each year about 1,000 patients enjoy involuntary eutHanasia, the Dutch government reported. The Dutch Pediatric Association is writing guidelines on when
doctors should kill retarded babies. (National Review).
Or was he pushed?
When Gov. Douglas Wilder' s portrait was
hung in Virginia's Capitol in a festive
ceremony, Gov. ·Mills Godwin 's picture
began slipping, then fell on the floor.
(Richmond Times-Dispatch) .
Holy Wrath
A listener burned down a Christian radio
station that refused his request for a song
that wasn 't on its playlist. (USA Today).
Environmental criminal saves bunny
Mary Daughtery received a $500 ticket
for littering when her daughter, 7, put
" Lost Bunny" posters on trees in
Muskegon, Michigan. The bunny was
returned, thanks to the posters. (USA
Today).
Manmade shredders obsolete
When a paper shredder vanished from
their budget, police on Scotland' s Isle of
Mull bought two gerbils who do the job

perfectly. They are named Shredder and
Otto, not Fawn and Ollie. (London Times).
Thy Brother's Cow
Step'hen Speilberg puUed out of an MGM
movie about a free-spirited president who
takes liberties with his brother's cow,
unaware that right-wing lowlifes are fIlming his every move. "I don't understand.
I mean, I voted for Bill Clinton," the
author protested. (Richmond Times-Dispatch).
State churches stick together
Archbishop George Carey, head of
England' s state church, used his visit to
communist China to criticize capitalism
and Chinese Christian dissidents, but not
the Chinese government. He said Christians should never "be in conflict with the
law," even in China, and should not
smuggle Bibles into the country, since the
state-sponsored church can match supply
with demand far better than people acting
on their own. (The U.S.'s Protestant
Episcopal Church cut all ties to Carey's
church in 1785). (London Times).
Two foot condoms
Lanzoni, a designer, began selling shoes
with condoms attached for $442 a pair.
(Observer). -
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Cin?11Ja Cynicism

Quiz Show is underrated, subtle; Ed deserves every penny
of the scenes completed in one take. Only died in 1978 convinced that the world had
By Stephen Youngkin
Two big movies opened recently. Both one take of each scene was taken, not just forgotten him. It's a pity that he didri't
are probably Oscar contenders and are because Wood didn'thavethetirne or the survive until this year. Ifhe had, he would
successful thanks to the talent of their money to be able to film more than once have seen that there was one other filmbut because he often believed that the first maker who not only understood Wood's
directors. Let's get to them:
Ed Wood: Tim Burton has fmally found take was perfect. In Wood's mind, any passion for his art, but shared it as well.
a story worthy of his quirky and highly flubs that occurred while filming were Quiz Show: The 1950s have primarily
been portrayed as a time of innocence for
visual talents. Before now, he made mov- irrelevant in the overall big picture.
The other aspect of Wood's enthusi- America. This .was after World War II,
ies (Batman, Beetlejuice, Edward
Scissorhands) that were impressive to look asm is the depiction of his friendship with before Vietnam. This was pre-Kennedy
at but lacked any real sense of story or Bela Lugosi. At the beginning of the assassination, pre-college protests, precharacter, which is nottoo surprising since movie, Lugosi is in his mid 70s, addicted Watergate. Television was still new and
Burton originally started out in animation to morphine and so forgotten by the gen- game shows like Twenty-One and Tic Tac
(Fox and the Hound, The Black Caul- eral public that the common question asked Dough were hits. Everyone was gathered
dron). Unfortunately his characters were at the mention of his name is " Isn't he around the sets to see people answer seemrarely as interesting as the settings they dead?" Wood, though, still stares at him ingly impossible questions (such as "Who
with starry-wide wonder and immedi- rode with Paul Revere on his famous
inhabited.
That is defmitely not the case with ately puts him into his movies. Lugosi midnight ride?") and win big money.
But as Quiz Show depicts, all was not
Edward D. Wood, Jr. Wood was a World (played brilliantly by Martin Landau in an
War II veteran who loved to make mov- Oscar-worthy performance) is so happy as innocent as it appeared. It turns out that
ies--any type of movie at all. Unlike a lot just to be noticed by anyone that he agrees the contestants were being fed the anof film makers who were simply out for to appear in scenes that he knows are way swers to the questions and were taught
the fast buck, Wood was passionate, sin- beneath his days as Dracula. He and how to act on the show. The movie begins
cere, optimistic and made movies for the Wood form a friendship that provides a with Herbert Stemple (John Turtorrow), a
sheer love of making them. Unfortu- nice counterpoint to the comedy of the gawky, nervous, nerdy Jew described by
one person as a "freak with a sponge for a
nately, Wood had absolutely no talent movie.
The most surprising thing about Ed brain." The sponsors and the network
whatsoever. But due to his pure enthusiasm and love offilm making, his pictures, Wood is the tone set by Burton and the executives feature him continuously until
while arguably the worst movies of all cast. Considering the flim depicts a man the ratings start to slide. They then chance
time, have an endearing quality that make who was a lousy film maker, loved wear- upon Charles Van Doren (Ralph Fiennes
them a lot more fun to sit through than a ing women's clothes and hung out with a from Schindler's List), the handsome, inlot of today' s movies with higher budgets cast of misfits, Burton could have por- tellectual and WASP-ish son ofa respected
trayed this story this simply as a smarmy and wealthy poet and novelist. They
and better casts.
Burton captures the endearing quality putdown to Wood and his movies. But immediately realize that Van Doren is
of not just Wood but his movies in two instead of focusing on how little talent just the thing to boost the ratings of Twenty separate ways. First, he recreates hilari- Wood had, Burton focuses on how much One, and so persuade him to appear on
ously the filming of three of Wood ' s films love he had for the entire art of film their show to ask him questions to which
(Glen or Glenda?, Bride of the Monster, making.
they know he has the answers .
.
and Plan 9 From Outer Space) with most
According to the end credits, Wood
It turns out that the executives are

Meet Professor John G. Iezzi

By Ruthie Litvin
John G. Iezzi (pronounced " Yetse")
is different from most law school professors in one very distinct way. He has
never practiced law. In fact he doesn ' t
even hold a law degree. Iezzi is a C.P.A.
by training but has spent most of his
professional life in and around law finns.
For 16 years, he was the general manager of McGuire, Woods and Battles.
During his tenure at the prestigious finn,
he watched the number ofattorneys grow
from 300 to 350. It is the fact that he is
not an attorney which makes him
uniquely qualified to teach one of the
newest courses offered at M-W, "Law
Office Management."
According to Iezzi, the course was
offered for the first time this semester in
response to an alumni questionnaire. In
that survey many fonner students indicated that the school ' s curriculum was
lacking in the area of practice management. W&M is the only Virginia law
school to offer such a course and one of
only 40 schools nationwide to do so.
The course focuses on presenting
concepts which are important for effective management. The goal is not to
teach students the nuts and bolts of how
to manage a firm , but for students to
develop an appreciatiort and awareness

of management aspects of law practice.
, Many people still believe that the course
shouldn ' t be taught in law school." Iezzi
doesn' t agree. He believes thatthe know 1- ."
edge is important for students entering a
small or family firm where they will actually participate in management. In addition, it is equally important for those joining a large firm to have an' understanding
of the concepts in order to perfonn well.
It was the extensive experience at
McGuire, Woods that led Iezzi to establish his own company approximately six
years ago. Iezzi Management Group advises law firms regarding financial affairs . "Most attorneys are poor business- ABA published books and approximately
men," he says, "They don't understand 65 articles. In addition, he has given 350
the economics of running a law finn. "
speeches in 36 states on the subject.
Most firms are receptive to his recomWhen he' s not advising attorneys on
mendations. "The fact that they hired me how to better manage their practices,
shows that they're prepared to do some- Iezzi is an avid racquetball player, plaything." Often, however, what attorneys ing five times a week, as well as a halfneed to hear is not what they wantto hear, marathon runner. He also plays in sevbut generally about 60-70 percent of his eral senior softball leagues including
recommendations are adopted. He cur- playing on a travelling team.
rently manages a number of finns on a
One piece of advice Iezzi would give
part-time basis while serving other finns all new attorneys ifhe had the opportuon a project-by-project basis.
nity, would be to never lose a sense 0
Iezzi has written a book on law office humility. " Whether it's the newest mesmanagement which was published by the senger in the office or the senior partner,
American Bar Association (ABA). He you should treat everyone the same-has also written three chapters in other with concern."

right because after Stemple is forced to
take a fall, Van Doren becomes the new
champion and an instant celebrity, appearing on the Today show and on the
cover of Time magazine. Marriage proposals are sent to him daily and coeds line
up outside his office.
Stemple, though, is not happy at being
squeezed out of the picture. Within a
period ofsix weeks television transformed
him from a nerd to respectability and,
fmally, oblivion. Convinced that he was
duped, Stemple goes to the District Attorney. This attracts the attention of the third
party to the story, Richard Goodwin (Rob
Morrow from Northern Exposure), a
member of a Congressional oversight
committee. Goodwin lives uneasily in a
world that's a combination of Stemple's
and Van Doren's. He is convinced that
there is something more go~g on and
begins an investigation which ultimately
leads to a congressional hearing.
Director Robert Redford handles these
three characters and the story with a deftness and surehandedness that's amazing.
While the movie is structured"as an entertaining detective picture with Goodwin
confronting witnesses who won't talk and
smarmy executives who are convinced
that they'll never be found out, Redford
aims for a much larger scope. He shows
how easy it was for America to be duped
into being conned. Although only twenty
years had passed since the Great Depression, Americans were amnesic enough to
indulge in a fantasy of the easy and fast
buck. Ultimately, Redford lays the blame
for the quiz show scandal on not just the
producers who fed the contestants the
answers or the contestants who happily
accepted the money but also the audience
who provided the incentive to pull off this
con job.
Granted, today the quiz show scandal
seems small-scale in light of Watergate
and Iran-Contra. In this day and age, even
the 0.1 . Simpson trial starts to lose the
public ' s interest very quickly. As a result,
the scandal depicted in Quiz Show seems
quaint at best. Redford obviously shares
this cynical viewpoint, yet he overcomes
this obstacle by expertly recreating not
just the look but also the tone of the 1950s.
Because everything feels just right, it becomes v.ery easy to understand why this
scandal received all ofthe press that it did.
The performances are also on the mark.
All three leads never overplay their roles,
conveying everything in subtle looks and
statements that at first seem like nothing
but are later used to convey everything.
The only flaw is that Morrow ' s Brooklyn
accent is a little distracting and takes
away from what is otherwise a very fme
performance.
In 1980, Redford won an Academy
Award for directing Ordinary People
(which also won Best Picture). While
Raging Bull and director Martin Scorcese
should have won in that year, if Redford
takes home his second Oscar this year it
will be well deserved because Quiz Show
is easily one of the best movies ofthe year.
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What's Going On

The William & Mary Lesbian and Gay Law Association
By Danny Reed
Williamsburg, VA - Last
year a small group of M-W students got together to form the
William and Mary Lesbian and
Gay Law Association (LGLA).
The organization aims to raise
awareness of the social, cultural,
political, and legal issues important to lesbian, bisexual gay, and
transgender (" Iesbigay") students, faculty and staff at M-W.
The LGLA hopes that by openly
addressing the concerns of the
lesbigay community , more
people will realize that lesbians,
bisexuals, gay men and
transgender individuals face
senseless discrimination every
day. Only by understanding the

oppression that lesbigays face
will the law school community
de elop tolerance and seek equality and justice for all individuals.
The LGLA, like most other
law schoo Istudent organizations
has a limited budget. The group
must be extraordinarily resourceful in putting together programs
to meet its goals. Members of
the group seize every opportunity to forge contacts with prominent legal scholars practitioners,
and others who might volunteer
to visit the law school for a lecture or other activity.
For example, as the LGLA
President, I invited Professor
1erome McCristal Culp 1r. of
Duke Uni ersity School of Law

to speak at M-W this fall. (See
story on page 3). I met Professor
Culp last Ma at a conference,
co-sponsored by the Institute of
Bill of Rights Law, commemorating the fortieth anniversary of
the Brown v. Board ofEducat ion
decision. Professor Culp has testified in two recent cases where
anti-gay ballot initiatives were
struck down as unconstitutional.
On Oct. 13, the LGLA sponsored a lecture b Professor Culp
on referenda aimed at prohibiting or eliminating state and local
protection against discrimination
based on sexual orientation. The
LGLA hopes to sponsor at least
one lecture per year. Future topics might include discrimination

againstpersonswithHIV/AIDS,
the lesbigay community' s influence on elections, and " outing."
To further develop a network
of support the LGLA has established a relationship with the
National Lesbian and Gay Law
Association through the
NLGLA ' s regional board members. The NLGLA, along with
the Lambda Legal Defense and
Education Fund, co-sponsored a
reception following the Institute
of Bill of Rights Law Student
Symposium, " Defming Family:
Gays, Lesbians, and the Meaning of Family," in March 1994.
The event helped the LGLA to
establish itself as a resource for
the area' s lesbigay communities
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and to make local contacts for
support of its future programs.
On Oct. 21-23, I will represent
the LGLA at the NLGLA's fourth
bi-annual Lavender Law
Conference in Portland, Oregon.
There I will meet with leaders of
other law schoollesbigay groups
to discuss ways to build a stronger
network among the groups and
theNLGLA.
In addition to sponsoring educational programs to raise awareness oflesbigay issues, the LGLA
brings its concerns to the administration of the law school and
the College so that lesbigay issues are considered in
decisionmaking.
Thus far, the administration
has supported the LGLA 110
percent. Dean. Krattenmakerhas
indicated strong supportp. By
far, the most vigorous supporter
of the LGLA has been Vice Dean
Jayne W. Barnard. She continually shares information of interest with the organization as it
passes her desk. Dean Barnard is
also a great source of advice as
the LGLA proceeds through its
early stages. The support of many
others, including faculty, staff,
and students, has contributed to
the success of the LGLA.
The LGLA also provides a
network of support for mem bers '
job searches. Given the lack of
legal protection for lesbigays in
many states and localities, it is
imperative that lesbigay students
fmd potential employers who do
not discriminate on the basis of
sexual orientation.
All work and no play makes
Jack and Jill dull, dull, dull. The
LGLA also holds social events
for members and .friends. The
Second Annual "Gay Bash" was
in September, followed bya road
trip to one of Norfolk's fine
lesbigay nightclubs.
Finally, it is important to
mention that the name of the
organization was chosen to reflect its goal of including everyone who has an interest in
lesbigay issues. The LGLA is
not restricted to lesbian and gay
students. Current membership
includes .some heterosexuals.
And while the name lacks "bisexual" and "transgender" for the
sake ofbrevity, the LGLA ' s statement of purpose specifically
mentions the interests of bisexual
and transgender individuals .
(The search for a brief ail-inclusive label continues to stir debate
in the lesbigay community.) All
are welcome and encouraged to
participate in LGLA activities.
F or more information, drop a
note in the LGLA hanging file.

Calendar of Events
Monday, October 24
Ross is Wrong: "What Ross Perot Didn' t Want You to Know--A Look
at N AFT A One Year After the Debates." Lecture by trade expert Leslie
Alan Glick, 4:30 p.m., Room 127.
SBA Phonathon: SBA Executive Board phonathon to benefit the
scholarship fund and the library. 6 p.m.
Monday Night Football: University Center Cafe, 9 p.m.
Barcelona: Film at the DOG Street Theatre, 9: 15 p.m.
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Saturday, October 29
Gump: At DOG Street Theatre, 6:45 and 9: 15 p.m.
Exorcist: 11 :45 p.m. , DOG Street Theatre.
Soccer: Men' s soccer vs. Loyola, 7:30 p.m. , Busch Field.
Band at UC Cafe: Steve Vargo & the Calico Quartet, 9 p.m.

Sunday, October 30
Offspring, Rancid & Knuckle: Playing at the Boathouse, Norfolk, 8
p.m.
Free Chamber Music: The Gallery Players of the Muscarelle Museum
Tuesday, October 25
Revolutionary Rant: "Rethinking the Significance of the American will perform on their home turf at 4 p.m. Do the music, do the art.
Revolution," a lecture by historian Edward Countryman, professor at Virile Powerhouse of Solid Waste: OllieNorthrallyatMt. Trashmore,
Southern Methodist University. 7:30 pm. in library of the Institute of Virginia Beach.
Early American History and Culture, Swem Library basement, side Gump: At DOG Street Theatre, 6:45 and 9: 15 p.m.
entrance.
Open Faculty Meeting: Faculty Assembly in Board Room, Blow Hall, Monday, October 31
Newport Jazz Festival Tour: William and Mary Hall, 8 p.m. Tickets
3 :30 p.m. All members of W &M community invited.
at door $10 with student ID. For more information call 22 1-3276.
Barcelona: Film at the DOG Street Theatre, 9: 15 p.m.
Exorcist III: At University Center Auditorium. $2.
The Crow: A film for all you sick people out there. 7 & 9 p.m. at the
DOG Street Theatre.
Soccer: Men' s soccer vs. Howard, 7:30 p.m., Busch Field.
SBA Meeting: 7:00 p.m., Room 239.
Monday Night Football: University Center Cafe, 9 p.m.
Wednesday, October 26
The Rippingtons: Playing at Rogues, Virginia Beach, 8 p.m.
Legal Defense of Ollie North: A talk by Gary Franks, who has written Tuesday, November 1
a book calling North' s actions constitutionally and legally appropriate. Bob Dylan: At Chrysler Hall, Norfolk, 8 p.m.
7:30 p.m. in the York Room, University Center.
Orchestra: W&M Orchestra' s annual Fall Concert, 8 p.m. in Phi Beta
Au Contraire: Professor John Levy will talk about his career in the Kappa Hall. Tickets required but free, available at door.
Virginia ACLU and opportunities for student involvement. Room G-5 , Amicus Copy Deadline: ca. 5 p.m.
3 p.m.
"Far Side" Hits TV: 8:30 p.m. on Channel 3.
Wednesday, November 2
Halloween Hoedown: The Friends of Appalachian Music, apparently The Wedding 'Gift: Film at DOG Street Theatre, 7 & 9 p.m. A tale of
.a band, will play at the pre-Halloween hoedown sponsored by the the flu and mature love.
Interfaith Council. 10 p.m. , Chesapeake Room B, University Center.
Barcelona: Film at the DOG Street Theatre, 9: 15 p.m.
Thursday, November 3
Exorcist m: At University Center Auditorium. $2.
The Wedding Gift: Film at DOG Street Theatre, 7 & 9 p.m.
Soccer: Women ' s soccer vs. Maryland, 7 p.m., Busch Field.
Friday, November 4
Thursday, October 27
Berkeley Dean: Dean Herma Hill Kay ofU.C. Berkeley' s law school
Trial Team Info Session: 6 p.m. in Room 119. A1l3Ls who wish to will speak on women's rights at 10 a.m. Find out where, and tell us.
join must appear.
Casino Night: Open kegs, gambling tables, and door prizes at annual
Lake Baikal Luncheon: "Preserving the ' Pearl ' of Siberia: Underwater PSF fundraiser. 8p.m.-12a.m., Law School Lobby. Tickets will be on
Research in Lake Baikal," video and presentation by marine science sale this week.
professor Mark Patterson. Town & Gown Luncheon, 12:15 p.m. in the
Chesapeake Room, University Center. Reservations required.
Saturday, November 5
SBA Bar Review: Not gonna happen. Fe~d for yourself.
Barbecue: Hosted by the Law Review for Homecoming. Noon in front
Seinfeld at UC Cafe: 9 p.m. every Thursday.
of the Law School.
Barcelona: Film at the DOG Street Theatre, 9: 15 p.m.
Cherokee Judge: "Native American Contributions to American Democracy," a talk by Norfolk Gen. District Judge Charles Riley Cloud, S
Friday, October 28
p.m. at the Charles City Schools Complex on Rt. 155.
Pompeii Lecture: "New Information from the Forum in Pompeii," by
UVa art professor John Dobbins, Andrews Room 201 at 4 p.m.
Monday, November 7
Gump: At DOG street theatre, 6:45 and 9:15 p.m.
New Amicus: Another fortnight, another Amicus.
Exorcist: 11 :45 p.m. , DOG Street Theatre.
Bar Review Course Info Session: Compare and explore BarlBri and
Thought for the Day: Life is death postponed.
SMH. Sponsored by the SBA. (time, place, and occurrence tentative.)

r.

,
. Please submit your entries for the Amicus Events Calendar to Monica Thurmond (2L) or the Amicus Curiae hanging file.
Entries may include activities sponsored by law school organizations, main campus or community events of interest to
. M-W students, or just about anything else that you can think of.
~
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A Duck Out ofWat~r

"Skins QBs are behind 8 ball; awards undeserved per se
By Alan Duckworth
Baseball:
The Baseball writers have
started handing out awards. The
first recipient is Felipe Alou, who
won NL Manager of the Year.
Not to disparge Alou, who did a
phenomenal job this year le~d
ing the Expos to the best record
in the major leagues, but he
shouldn ' t have received this
award because he didn't manage
for a full season. The baseball
writers should have refused to
give this award. No one in baseball deserves any rewards for
this season. Not the players, who
refused to compromise or negotiate reasonably and walked out
on the game. Not the owners,
who refused to compromise or
negitiate reasonably and cancelled the season. The only
people who deserve any rewards
for this season are the fans who
were watching and attending
faithfu lly. And they are the one
group who may not come back in
full strength whenever baseball
gets around to reopening.
Management has thrown another brush back pitch to the play. ers. First, they demand a salary
cap. Then, they refuse to make a
payment into the player pension
fund roughly a week before the
announced strike date. Now, they

have found a new weapon to use
against the players: free agency.
A player must have six years of
service before he can declare himself a free agent. This year, on
the first day for filing free agency,
management rejected six filings,
since those players counted strike
time towards their six years of
major league service. Big name
free agents like Jack McDowell
and Jim Abbott had their applications rejected. Unless a settlement is reached with the owners
addressing this issue, the young
players will be suffering for the
next six years as their free agent
rights are delayed. This move is
a ,clear sign that the owners have
decided to break the union .
Whether they will succeed is sti II
to be determined.
Pro Football:
What's up with the San Diego Chargers? I am not yet ready
tb jump on their bandwagon, but
give me time. Miraculously, they
remain undefeated after seven
weeks. No one last year would
have predicted that Natrome
Means would be the best running back out oflast year' s draft,
but he is looking better than even
in-state rival Jerome Bettis. In
Bettis' s defense, he is the only
person with star caliber NFL ability on the Rams, and Means has

a lot of talent surrounding him,
which is a tribute to Bobby
Beathard's ability as a general
manager. After two years in San
Diego, people were beginning to
doubt Beathard' s ability to tum
the Chargers around, but there is
no doubt now.
Redskin ' s Comer: That a
rookie will start in week eight
against the Colts is no surprise.
Norv Turner has named 7th round
pick Gus Frerotte of Tulsa as his
starting quarterback. By the time
this is printed, the game will be
over and the success or failure of
this experment will have been
determined. Long term, this
move can only fail. No matter
how Frerotte does, when Heath
Shuler is healthy, the startingjob
is his. But if he does well, the
pressure on Shuler to perform,
which is already ridiculously
high, will be unbelievable. And
ifhe fai Is and doesn ' t get a chance
to redeem himself, Frerotte' s
confidence could be damaged.
This could be disastrous because
it is obvious that Turner is hoping that Frerotte can serve as
Shuler' s longtime backup and
confidant, like Gary Kubiak did
for John Elway when they both
entered the league in 1984. And
though in Denver it was clear
that Kubiak could never chal-

lenge Elway forthejob, this move
sends amixedmessageto Frerotte
and Shuler, which could prevent
them from developing the necessary bond for the relationship to
work. Sorry, rook, but you blew
this call. And I am referring to
Turner, not one of the quarterbacks.
College Football:
How about them Fighting
Irish? Don ' t worry, I am not
going to kick Notre Dame when
they are down . Well, not much .
Three losses in the first two
months of the season. Three
losses is supposed to bethe quota
for five years in South Bend.
Maybe Lou Holtz's annual poormouthing of his team was true
this year.
Who ' s No I? My vote has to
go to Auburn. This team went
into the Swamp and beat Florida.
Florida doesn't lose at home.
They have only lost one other
game at home under Coach Steve
Spurrier, and that was last year to
Florida State. And FSU won the
national title. I know.Auburn is
on probation, but they still are
the best team . They haven't lost
during the Clinton Administration, which is something no other
Division IA school can claim.
They deserve a chance to be # 1.
Heisman Watch: Because of

injuries and failed expectations,
this year is a wide open Heisman
race. But one person who should
not win the award is Alcorn
State's Steve McNair. He may
put up some incredible stats, but
he just doesn' t play against the
same level of competition as the
other candidates . . The defenses
he goes against aren't even as
good as W&M ' s defense. And
as people may remember ,
Simone Willis of Virginia looked
pretty good against us and even
Virginia fans acknowledge that
he is not Heisman caliber. Imagine if Eric Zeier or Kordell
Stewart were given the opportunity to play against the same defenses as McN air does on a regular basis. Their stats would be
insane as well. McNair will have
to console himself by being the
best player in lAA and a top five
pick in the NFL, signing for
around 20 million dollars. The
best three candidates remaining
are running backs Ki-Jana Carter
of Penn State, Rashaan Salaam
of Colorado and Napoleon
Kaufman of Washington. And
since winning counts in the
Heisman voting, Carter, who is
on the # 1 team in the nation,
must be considered the leading
contender. Well, that's all for
now. See you next issue.

PSF atnbulance chase--stotnach churning excitement
By Nina Hval
The third annual Public Service Fund
(PSf) 5K Ambulance Chase featured hairsplitting fmishes, heroic injuries, and stomach upset--all in the name of competition
--I mean public service.
Bright and early Saturday morning,
Oct. 15, a gunshot started the race as 50
plus runners, mostly soon-to-be lawyers,
practiced chasing after an ambulance in
full siren alert. Lori Kline and Matt
Bissonnette, 3L Co-Chairs of the race,
predicted a mano-a;nano duel between
Cliff Fleet (2L), the winner of the first
Ambulance Chase two years ago, and Jon
Sheldon (3L), last year's winner. It was a
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Post office celebrates, censors blues
Why does Robert Johnson's mouth look
so funny on the new blues stamp? Because the Postal Service erased the cigarette he was smoking. (Washington Post) .
Did God discriminate against Sodom?
The Bible is hearsay, Joel Ford claimed in
a suit against Oxford University Press.
He wants all references to racism and
anti-gay discrimination stricken from the

close race, but in the end Cliff Fleet maintained his lead and came in at a 17.19 with
Jon following only seven seconds behind
at 17.26. An anonymous source proclaimed Sheldon the winner in the Masters division although no official award
was bestowed upon him .
Although no predictions were made
for the women' s first place winner, female members of the upstart undergraduate cross-country team blew the female
law students out of the competitive waters. Undergrads Becky Flowers, Alice
Kassens, and Terry Halpin came in first,
second, and third, at the consecutive times
of 19.09,19.10, and 19.15, respectively.
book. (US(t Today) .
"Get tough" on deadbeats by being one
Pip Spencer got a parking ticket for $33
million in Moulton, Eng!. He has seven
days to p~y. (London Times). Spencer
need not worry; he can simply use a
technique the Child Support Agency pioneered. When Keith Richards of Co.
Durham, Eng!. won $2,975 from it in an
appeal, it said it would pay the judgement
at $2.25 a week. It had increased his
support payments 470 percent. (Jd) .

Asked afterwards about the race, the winners stated that the race was "just a morning run" since the rest ofthe cross-country
team was away at a meet.
Another exciting finish line battle took
place for the men's third place award.
Matt Bissonnette (3L) took third place
with a time of 18.11 despite his fellow
classmate George Snead's best efforts to
deny him that spot with a time of 18: 12.
After the ambulance chase start, the real
excitement of the race took place in the
stomachs of some ofthe runners. At least
two runners reported gastro-intestinal
upsets during the race and had to stop and
sacrifice some roadside foliage . One such
contestant vowed never to eat com flakes
again before such an important race.
Another gastro~intestinally challenged
contestant has a two-year PSF tradition of
throwing up at the same point along the
race route. Not to be outdone by stomach
upset, Chuck Sweedler (lL) was rushed
to the student health center, located along
the race route, after his running shoe gave
out on a sharp tum. Sweedler suffered a
small fracture in his left foot and will be
on crutches for at least six weeks.
The PSF Ambulance chase also en-

joyed strong support from the faculty .
Legal skills senior partner and famed New
Zealand track star Peter Cotorceanu came
in fifth overall and first in the faculty
division with a time of 18.28. The race
was moved back to the fall again this year
due to the many PSF events in the spring
and to raise student support for and interest in PSF earlier in the year.
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Amicus computer-like rankings

Spanked Monkeys subservient to undergrads, rule M-W
By Alexandra Silva
Before jumping into the anx iousl, awaited 1M sports coverage, I thought I
would share a valuable lesson that I learned
during the PSF Ambulance Chase last
weekend ... despite the message of all
Wheaties commercials, DON'T eata bowl
of cereal BEFORE attempting to run ... Not
even forty-five minutes before .. . becau e
if you think that flakes are soggy the first
t ime around .... Whew, let me tell you ....
Anyway, on with the ....
WIDE WORLD OF SBA SPORTS
The day before the last issue of the
Amicus, over thirty law students sacrificed one of the most treasured things in
life, namely the option to sleep late, to
participate in the First Annual SBA So cer Tournament. Starting at 9 a.m. on a
Sunday, six teams of students played each
other in a round-robin style competition .
(For those unworldly in the ways of sport .
this just means e ery team played every
other team once).
Not surprisingly, the team with three
years of fine-tuning (Andy Ollis, Wendy
Hahn, Sam Stecker Brad Wagshul , John
Ashley, Jon Sheldon, and George Snead)
swept the tournament undefeated . More
surprising was the close call against the
fifth place team led by lLs Tim Hughes,
Ed Glannon and Dan Pringle. Although
the SBA Tourney was hardly a World
Cup event, the amount of skill displayed,
even from 2L soccer newcomers like
Stephen King, Eric Misener, and yes,
even Neil Lewis, was impressive. Second
place went to the 2L team led by Thomas
Estes and Tom Berkeley; third to 2Ls led
by Neil Lewis; fourth to the unassuming
Brett Loney and Scott Layman (3Ls); and
sixth to the team led by Lee Ranieri (1 L).
Look for another tournament next semester.
Winning the award for the most drawn
out tournament, the SBA Tennis Doubles

TEAM from 3
Hoffman (2L), and to be assisted
by Wendy Vann (2L) and David
Elliott (IL). The Interim Board
is tentatively scheduled to begin
its selection in November, with
informational meetings in late
October. The selection, open to
all 3Ls, will be based on a skills
test and statement of interest. The
skills test is planned to consist of
a 10 minute, mock trial opening
statement and 10 minute cross
examination. The fmer points of
who will judge, evaluation criteria, and exact dates have yet to be

Competition ended a week ago with yet
another Ollis-Hahn victory. The seemingly unstoppable 3L coed force bounced
back from a 2-5 deficit in the first set to
win 7-5 , 6-2 against the ever-present Neil
Lewis and Diane Preston (2L) .
In the spontaneous SBA Billiards competition atlast Thursday's bar rev iew, ILs
Steve Bock and Alison Tuley outsharked
the 3L team of Louisiana Fats Foster and
interview pro Thomas Gristina.
THE WIDER WORLD OF 1M
SPORTS
Softball: One wou ld think that repeated affirmation in print of a team's
masculine prowess would be enough to
push that team at least to the fina ls ... But
nooooo! Instead, the previously touted
Not 2B Denied devol ed from stud muffm status to thumb sucking. After havin g
a bye in the first round and a win against
"On Strike" in the quarter finals , Not 2B
Denied proceeded to utter rejection by the
Inflatable Love Turtles with a slaughter
rule game of 18-3 . According to team
member Bryan Frat boy "kin" run better
than heplays softball," theirrecord-breaking number of errors 'o/as due to their
inexperience with playing on grass and in
natural light. However, according to an
anonymous source, even if Not 2B had
won their low points in sportsmanship
would have prevented them from advancing.
After a notable game of RBI' s by Matt
Hoffman (2L), the Spanked Monkeys
advanced to the semi-finals only to go
limp in the first inning with a 6-run deficit. Once again, it seems, the Spankers bit
off more than they could chew against
opponent Kappa Sig's Tube Steak, end
score 9-3. Despite the loss, the Spankers'
good sportsmanship earns them first place
in what really matters, the MW rqnkings ....
Thus, the season ends with
I. Spanked Monkeys

2. Not 2B Denied
the
3. Trouncers (who lost
quarter fmals).
In Volleyball, after a bye in the fust
round, the season ended for Mixed Bag of
Tricks against the brute force of opponent Mooseheads. Despite the resurrection of Erica Swecker (3L) and the great
digs by sparkplug Jean King (3L), Mixed
Bag got stomped 15-5. 15 -5 .
For the other three teams the season
continues .. . Girls Wanna Have Fun exuded such confidence before the fust round
match that the oppos ing team took one
look and forfeited on the spot. Co-rec
wonders Last Chance (3L's) finished
their regu lar season undefeated with a 154, 15-1 victory against Wesfe l. They
moved into the Tournament with a bye in
th e first ro und. Discontent (2Ls) finished
their regular season with three wins and
one loss by forfeit; and they're ofT to a
good start in their tournament with an
easy win against Monster Peegs 15-2, 152. Rankings ...
I. Last Chance
2. Mixed Bag of Tricks
3. Girls Just Wanna Have Fun
4. Discontent
As thrilling as a month of over-detailed softball and volleyball coverage
can be, I am sure most will be glad to
know that the Flag Football and Indoor
Soccer seasons have begun. Again, diligent reporting by the captains and a copy
of the schedule helps immensely (any
play details are always appreciated). Any
teams not included below, please contact
me.
Flag Football Rankings (as of Oct.
20,1994)
I . Tortfeasors
2. Sleepin' Dogs
3. Morning Wood
4. Fatter Drunker Stupider
5. Two

m

Other representatives were busy
worked out.
With such an extensive re- in conversation.
port and the unqualified support .
Realizing some representaof Patterson, the SBA' s accep- tives had not voted, Patterson
tance of the committee report at began another vote. The second
first appeared to be a mere for- effort was stalled when Lewis,
mality. However the voting for who had voted for the proposal
the report and the funding of the the first time, decided he was not
Trial Team quickly devolved into happy with the way the voting
a comedy of errors. On the fust was being conducted and comvote for the proposal, a number plained, " I have a problem with
of the SBA representatives were the way the SBA steamrolls
unaware that a vote was even things through. " Lewis objected
being done. Raymond Raya (1 L), to the fact he and others had not
who had been using the meeting had time to fully review Rotter
as an opportunity to have dinner, and Cox's report. Patterson
was distracted by his burrito. quickly responded by noting that

COLEMAN from 4
ifmore people voted by their convictions.
"A lot of people don ' t vote because they
don , tth ink Coleman can win. " However,
the Coleman campaign used an independent poIling survey group, Mason-Dixon,
to determine the percentage of people
who would vote for Coleman, if they

thought he could win. About 29 percent
of the people who responded to the survey, said "yes." About 17 percent of the
people said " maybe."
According to Molleur, the poll indicates that Coleman might win, if people
believed in their vote. " If people would
vote their conscience, Marshall would
win."

6. MW Gamecocks
The Tortfeasors (3L), last year's runner-up, beat 2Ls Fatter, Drunker, Stupider 13-7 last Tuesday night. From the
various eyewitness accounts, the quality
of play was sporadic at best. For the
Tortfeasors, MVP goes to QB George
Snead with 2 TD passes, 2 interceptions,
and a special kudos to Eric Kimbrough
(you know th e Chief) for comic relief
with his extra point attempt straight into
the butts of his own line. FDS' Pau l
Schroder gets honorable mention for his
antics on the field . which would probably
have been a lot funnier if not due to his
suffering a concussion.
Slcepin' Dogs (3L's) bare ly worked
up a sweat against undergrad On Strike,
with a slaughter nile win of 4 1-6. Notable
TDs by Russ Foster (QB) on a run and
Matt Bissonette after catching a tipped
ball. Nice interception by King Tower.
No, that's not a nickname .
Indoor Soccer Rankings (as of 1020-94)

I. XYZ
2. Continu ity
3. ABC
4. Girls Play Too
5. Daisies
6. Rat Bastards
7. Fuck the Draft
8. Hackers
In Indoor Soccer, otherwise known
as the Blake Guy showcase, the play has
just begun. Aside from the Hackers
(1 Ls) loss, all law school teams have at
least one win . According to Continuity
captain Andy Ollis (3L) (because I sure
wouldn ' t say it), John Ashley (3L) played
the game of his life, with 2 goals and
countless wall-slamming defensive saves.
Other notable plays occurred in the XYZ
games when Thomas Estes had the luck of
the Irish with a ball-breaking trap for each
game.

the issue of the Trial Team funding and the committee's work
had been known by the SBA
members for the past month and
that there had been a number of
meetings as weIl as open forums
in which anyone who had a real
interest could have participated.
When the votes were finally .
counted, Lewis abstained as did
Rose, who shared Neil ' s concerns about the lack of opportunityto look overthe report. With
the acceptance of the new organization for the Trial Team, the
SBA moved to another vote on
whether to fund the Team. There
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CLC in South Africa this summer. This
funding wiIl cover at least the cost of
transportation to South Africa. Dean
Krattenmaker lived in South Africa and is
familiar with the works of the CLC.
Krattenmaker is happy to discuss the
CLC with students who want to know

were no abstentions on the funding. Apparently, although some
representatives were not comfortable in accepting the proposal, they had no qualms about
providing the money.
SBA's approval of the new
Trial Team organization and budget only lays the ground work for
the Team. The more practical
questions of fielding a team for
Spring '95 will have to be resolved by Hoffman and the cochairs of the Interim Board. The
Interim Board will now determine what the future holds for
the National Trial Team.

more about what they could do for the
organization . Knowledge of the Zulu
language is not required for this summer
feIlowship, but one must possess a commitment to democratic ideals. Any I Lor
2L who wishes to take advantage of this
unique opportunity can pick up an application and literature about the CLC in
Dean Krattenmaker's office.
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MO ' BONO from 10
spend a certain amount of time doing pro
bono work? Nothing it's part of the
institution' s effort to educate.
6. NO ONE IS PUSHING AN AGENDA:
The idea of mandatory pro bono work has
nothing to do with religion, favored causes,
or political correctness.
As I understand such programs, mandatory pro bono
gives students the freedom to choose what

charity to serve.
Instead of any favoritism, the only
agenda mandatory pro bono is pushing is
that lawyers have a special duty to serve
the public, to sometimes put the good of
society above their own needs.
7. THE LA W PROFESSION DEMANDS
MORE: Pure capitalism and laissez-faire
attitudes would require no altruism by
an one, including lawyers. But if we
accept such a system, and our place in it,
then we have demoted ourselves and our
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profession. We are abdicating our his- should be vigorously guarded. But we
toric role as proponents of justice. In- must all choose our battles, including
stead, we become merely skilled practi- civil libertarians. Too many special intertioners in a dog-eat-dog world. We're est groups defeat their own purposes by
like car salesmen, or plumbers, or lobby- fighting petty, worthless battles.
ists, with no role in the world except to
Some fights are not worth fighting,
serve ourselves and our clients.
and this is one. Surely, the prospect of
Isn't it better to require a higher stan- reinvigorating the law profession, servdard?
ing the less fortunate, and upholding law ' s
8. CIVIL LIBERTARIANS SHOULD ancient tradition of honor and service is a
FIGHT FOR OTHER CAUSES: I am higher cause than the liberty of being free
all for civil liberties, and believe they to do nothing for nobody.

ficient to survive a motion to the law department ' s size to
dismiss under Title IX, the Sec- match other accounting firms .
Sexual harassment at work ... ond Circuit held. (Law Week).
(Wall Street Journal).
David Heller, a social worker, . .. in cyberspace
Honor council dishonored
circulated composite photos of Jennifer Brandom fi.\ed a sexual At UVa. , former Honor Comthe face of his female supervisor discrimination case with the Edu- mittee member E. Jackson Boggs
on the bodies of nudes from cation Department's Office for (2L) was charged with breachmagazines. The supervisor, run- Civil Rights (OCR) when stu- ing confidentiality by telling the
ning for the presidency of her dents on a male-only electronic press that administrators had
union, sued him for sexual ha- bulletin board posted sexually pressured the Committee for a
rassmentand won $35,000. Alan derogatory messages about her. new trial of a student convicted
Dershowitz, who represents him Even though the messages were of cheating. (Richmond Times.
in his appeal claims this was private, theCaliforniaJuniorCol- Dispatch).
protected political speech . (Wall lege settled for $15,000. The Informer contingent fees?
Street Journal).
OCR wants the school to moni- A drug sting operation that protor future computer messages, vided a contingent fee arrange. . . At school
A male college student, found which the school says it cannot ment that gave incentives to the
guilty by his school of sexual accept. (NPR).
informer based on number of
harassment, alleged that the Ernst & Young
convictions and amount of drugs
school has a history of rendering The giant accounting finTI, re- confiscated encouraged fabricaverdicts against males in sexual cruiting law students at M-W the tion ofevidence and so amounted
harassment cases on the basis of week of Oct. 10, fired 37 of its 66 to "outrageous governmental
gender. He asserts that claim suf- attorneys in an attempt to reduce conduct" violating Fifth Amend-
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Their main concern, however,
was the negative impact the
revised Plan also continued to program ' s absence would have
emphasize greater involvement on undergraduate students in the
by M- W in interdisciplinary department. Three graduate stu"clusters" of graduate programs dents and an undergraduate
including American culture, Pub- pointed to the system of support
lic Policy, and possibly a new that exists between the two
cluster focusing on environmen- groups of students, a system that
tal science and policy.
includes graduates assisting the
The revised Plan also clari- undergraduates with difficult
fies that increased financial sup- . class work, and both groups helpport for merit scholarships at the ing one another with research
professional schools, which are projects.
characterized as "a priority" unAnother, more controversial,
der the Plan should be funded issue was raised by a group of
principally by private sources, four students who were not as
with speCial tuition increases re- concerned with the committee' s
served as a last resort. The origi- membership than with its dec inal Plan called for special tuition slons. The spokesperson for these
increases as the sole means of students applauded proposals in
increasing fmancial aid for pro- the plan which aim to increase
fessional students.
the diversity of student body, but
Comments about Strategic lamented the fact the committee
included no blacks or members
Plan aired at public hearings
A series of public hearings of any other minority. He conheld between Oct. 3 and 14 gave cluded by requesting that the
W&M students, faculty and staff current committee be disbanded
an opportunity to critique the and a new proposal be submitted
Strategic Planning Committee' s by a more diverse committee.
Cell acknowledged the
first draft of its Strategic Plan.
The first campus-wide hearing student's concerns, but noted that
featured a number of speakers she did not have the authority to
concerned about the coinmittee' s disband the committee. She
decision to eliminate the Psy- added that even if she did, there
chology Department's graduate was no time to organize another
program. Several students in the committee and fashion another
department pointed out the nega- proposal before the state stepped
tive impact this decision would in and imposed mandatory budhave on research that is con- get cuts on the college. Sullivan,
ducted jointly with local hospi- who was present in the audience,
expressed similar concerns in detals and other universities.
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nying the student's request.
The Committee's proposed
changes to the College' s graduate and professional programs
garnered attention by nearly the
entire College community. The
?Ian' s emphasis on public service as a criterion for faculty
evaluations raised concern
among faculty specifically.
At a faculty assembly hearing held on Oct. 6, several faculty members, principally from
the School of Arts and Sciences,
voiced concerns about ambiguity in the term " public service"
and its applicability to their respective areas of academic expertise. Others criticized the
Committee for attempting to
impose evaluation criteria which
traditionally had been a function
of each school's respective administration.
The newly revised Plan addressed both concerns. Under
the new Plan, public service is
defmed as "the giving of time,
knowledge, and skills for the
benefit of others . . . including,
but not limited to, professional
and disciplinary organizations,
governmental agencies, public
schools and other institutions of
learning, and non-profit and forprofit organizations." The revised Plan recommended that
each of the academic schools
determine the "appropriate emphasis on professionally related
public service" to be used in faculty evaluation.

ment due process, the Ninth Circuit decided . (Law Week).
Voluntary confession
During a late-night custodial interrogation a police detective
falsely told the petitioner that
witnesses had placed him at the
scene of an abduction. The detective then showed him phony
photographs ofa fmgerprint that
matched his, and fmally staged

an identification by an officer
posing as the victim. The police
taped all but the deceitful parts
ofthe interrogation. Petitioner's
will,however, was not overborne
simply because he is led to believe that the government ' s
knowledge of his guilt is greater
than it actually is, the Sixth Cir.cuit held. Thus his confession is
voluntary. (Law Week).

ACCESS from 3

from W&M, the University of
Richmond, the University of Virginia, and Washington & Lee
attended the conference. The
Virginia Trial Lawyers' Association, the Virginia Legal Aid
Society, and the participating law
schools sponsored it.

relationship of the poor to the
legal system could be incorporated into courses such as property, contracts, and constitutional
law.
Law students and professors
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